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Abstract

This two-stage practicum explored the use of case level methods in the

evaluation of interventions in treatment foster homes. The first stage involved the

application of case level methods of evaluation to three treatment foster homes over a

period of ten weeks. Single system, time series designs were developed in

conjunction with treatrnent foster parents and clinical staff. In the second stage, the

methods and processes were evaluated qualitatively using an individual interview

format. The central goal was to determine if case level evaluation methods could

provide reliable data, that can both describe interventions and measure the

effectiveness of treatment on an internally managed and ongoing basis while avoiding

negative internal environmental influences to both the process and the outcome of the

model. The leaming goal for this practicum was the development of skills in

evaluation, including design, implementation, and analysis. It was necessary during

the implementation phase to reassess the way the design process was approached.

This involved streamlining the methods and creating formats fo¡ the design of

individualized scales.

While the initial research goals were not fully reached, there was evidence to

suggest that those goals remain realistic and with practice it may be possible to refine

the methods to a point where they remain user friendly and also produce more usable

results. Further research entailing a commitment to the methods across a whole

program and over an extended period of time is needed to assess the possibility of

case level, single system designs for evaluating programs. Feedback from
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participants in this project indicated that the evaluation process was relevant to the

treatment foster parents and to the lives of their foster children. In conclusion,

conducting case level evaluations into treatment methods for a heatnent foster care

program appears to provide useful data for planning in a way that engages participants

in a meaningful fashion.
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I

Chapter I

Overview of Practicum

The purpose of this practicum was to explore the use of case level methods in

the evaluation of interventions in treatment foster homes. In the past, most evaluation

of Treatment Foster Care (TFC) has been implemented at a program level by extemal

evaluators. Case level methods of evaluation are usually intemally managed and

focus on the assessment of interventions in individual cases.

This practicum was designed in two stages. The first stage involved the

application of case level methods of evaluation to three treatment foster homes in

New Directions' Regional Specialized Foster Care (RSFC) Program. Single system,

time series designs were developed in conjunction with RSFC parents and clinical

st¿ff. In the second stage of the practicum, the methods and processes were evaluated

qualitatively using an individual interview format. The learning goal for this

practicum was the development of skills in evaluation, including design,

implementation, and analysis, through the practice and experience of facilitating case

level evaluation methodology within aTFC program.

Research Questions

There were four research questions guiding this practicum. The first question

was: Have the individual case level designs provided data that can validly and reliably

measure the effectiveness of individual treatment interventions? What was required

here was knowledge pertaining to the effectiveness of clinical decisions made by the

foster parents in consultation with the clinical case manager and treatment methods
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employed in the foster home. For this it was necessary to discover whether case level

evaluation methods could produce clearer, more definitive results than methods that

were already in use, and whether those methods could improve the decision making

capacity of the treatment team and could demonstrate the success and failure of

strategies in a format that was easily and quickly understood.

The second question was: Would a case level approach be able to fill the need

as highlighted by Hudson, Nutter, and Galaway (1994) for descriptive information

that qualitatively describes the unique characteristics of the program? This question

asked whether the information gathered in the evaluation design phase could be used

to build a broader picture of the programs treatment shategies. This addresses a need

raised by Meadowcroft, Thomlinson, and Chamberlain (1994) to understand exactly

what it is TFC parents and program staff do in relating to the foster children in their

care which is different, and therefore, possibly, more effective than other types of

care

The third question was: Would a case level approach, as outlined by Gabor

and Charles (1994), enable the RSFC program to collect and analyse data related to

treatment outcomes on an intemally managed and ongoing basis? Essentially Gabor

and Charles had posited that the case level evaluation approach could provide

information rich enough to be aggregated to form program level data. This question

asks whether or not the case level approaches as identified by Gabor and Charles,

(1994) are able, or couldbe reasonably predicted to eventually be able, to deliver

valid and reliable data that can be aggregated to measure effectiveness of the program

as a whole. In other words, was the model a workable alternative to large scale,

program Ïevel evaluations that are most often extemally conducted?
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The fourth question was: Given that case level designs are, necessarily,

internally managed methods of evaluation, what are the various internal

environmental influences that impact on both the process and the outcome of the

model? In addition, what internal obstacles to outcome evaluation existed and how

can they be overcome? This is a political question that attempts to examine the

problems that may arise from an approach that has no external controls such as are

offered by outside evaluators. It was designed to look at the impacts and influences of

various stakeholders on the evaluation process, on outcomes, and on subsequent uses

of evaluation data.

Definition of Treatment tr'oster Care

Treatment Foster Care has been a growing option as a placement for children

in care for about 30 years. The terms, foster family based treatment, therapeutic

foster care, specialized foster care, specialist foster care and professional parenting are

all commonly used in this field and in the literature. The term 'Treatment Foster

Care' (TFC) has been selected for use throughout this report in the understanding that

the above terms are encompassed by it.

Although every TFC program and every TFC home is different, there are

many broadly shared characteristics that distinguish them from residential programs

and traditional foster homes. One element of this distinction is that TFC parents are

expected to have clinical training which goes beyond basic parenting skills and accept

into the nurturing environment of their family homes children with severe and

complex problems that cannot be managed in haditional foster care (Wells &

D'Angelo, 1994,p.127). ln addition, TFC parents will occasionally receive pre-
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service training and should always receive in-service training that exceeds that offered

to haditional foster parents. They are considered to be active members of a treatment

team that are able to meet the needs of the children placed in their care 24 hours a

day. The TFC parent is central to the delivery of treatment services to the child.

They play a role both as a support to the child, as he/she receives treatment from

outside the TFC home, and as a treatment provider in the home. This presupposes

that the caregiver either does not have another occupation, which would conflict with

this requirement, or is able to pay for the cost of specialized care for the child while

they are at work. Hence, the rates paid to TFC parents reflect the loss of their ability

to accept employment or the extra childcare costs.

Another common aspect of TFC is a low level of caregiver to child ratio and a

high level of clinical support. This includes respite assistance beyond that provided to

traditional foster families in recognition of the additional stress and time invested in

meeting the child's treatment needs. When placing children in TFC homes, most TFC

programs utilize a matching process, which attempts to achieve the best fìt of child to

family. The process of placement is usually conducted over time, beginning with

introductory visits, and advancing to sleepovers, and weekend stays before a child

moves in. Finally, TFC homes generally provide the least restrictive option among

the range of residential services for severely emotionally disturbed children and

adolescents. (Hawkins, Almeida, Fabry & Reitz 1992, Thomlinson & Krysik 1993).

Rationale for Treatment Foster Care

The rationale for TFC is predicated on a number of clinical premises. The

first premise is that the best interventions are those that provide the least intrusive and
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the least restrictive environment possible. This acknowledges that in order for

children to develop a sense of self and of selÈcontrol, the extent to which external

restrictions apply should not exceed their ability to be in reasonable control of their

own actions.

S econdly, opportunities for normalization must be maximized, inc luding

attendance at regular schools, and as much exposure to community programs and

events as possible. This involves low adult to child ratios, individualized treatment

programs, and considerable investment of time by caregivers to ensure that these

experiences are positive and that exposure to troubled youth is minimised while the

influence of non-troubled youth is maximized.

The third clinical premise is that the model of care must be the least

threatening to the child's natural family. This is in order to support the fourth clinical

premise, which rests on an ideological assumption that, in the absence of a hard to

determine level of abuse and neglect, the natural family is the most viable

environment in which to raise a child. Therefore, opporhrnities should exist to

increase contact with natural families to maximize possibilities for children that are

placed in care to return home.

Another rationale for the provision and expansion of TFC is that numerous

studies have found it to be a less expensive option for children who would otherwise

have been placed in residential care (Gabor & Charles, 1994, p.163).

Treatment Foster Care and Case Level Evaluation

The initial impetus for this practicum came from experience as a TFC parent

and support worker for Macdonald Youth Services' (lvfYs) Alternative Parent Homes
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(APH) program between March 1992 and August 1998. This practicum is a

culmination of that experience in combination with an interest in evaluation derived

from working towards a Master of Social Work degree at the University of Manitoba.

Academically and objectively, it makes good sense to evaluate TFC at the

program level using experimental designs, with comparable control groups and a

combination of quantitative and qualitative measures (Gabor & Charles, 1994). These

methods have proved to be both practical and effective in providing process and

outcome related data (Gabor and Charles, 1994; Hudson et al., 1994; Meadowcroft, et

al, 1994). However, some of the concepts used to identifo success in TFC homes

pose some difficulties. They fail to relate directly to the interventions foster parents

use and do not seem able to respond to the dilemmas and decisions they face as

caregivers. In addition, the premise that success could be based on a measure of the

level of restrictiveness accorded to a child's post-placement living environment

(Meadowcroft, et al., 1994) appears to not take into account events and issues that

occurred in the foster child's life prior to the placement in the TFC home or program

being measured. Although these effects can be removed in experimental designs that

employ random assignment methods, foster parents may still feel that they are being

judged for events that were out of their control. As well, the accepted and

recommended practice of comparing TFC homes with residential alternatives (Gabor

& Charles, 1994) is a practice that is worth examining critically.

Program level designs play an important role in the evaluation of treatment

foster care. However, there remains a need for an evaluation model that can enhance

the utilization of evaluation findings to directly influence decision-making at an

individual clinical level and be more able to inform parents, children and case
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managers of the efficacy of the treatment methods being used. While acknowledging,

from personal experience and from years of talking to other parents in both the APH

program and the RSFC program, that the most important aspect of a foster home is the

acceptance, support and love offered to foster children, there is also a variety of

treatment modalities used within TFC (Hudson, et al., 1989; Meadowcroft, Hawkins,

Grealish & Weaver, 1990; Snodgrass, 1989). This diversity of method is a strength

that requires individualized attention. Therefore, as a foster parent, the utilization of a

model that prioritizes the focus on individuals was an attractive concept. It was also

felt that a case level approach might be more attractive to staff at RSFC as an on-

going evaluation method. This was primarily, because it relates directly to individual

treatment outcomes, and offers more immediate feedback for clinical decision-making

(Bloom, Fischer & Orme, 1995, p.2l).

Another benefit of case level evaluation is that it ought to be possible to track

a child's progress across two or more placements over time. This is an aspect that

was not explored in depth in this practicum, because during the period of the

evaluation the participants did not move. However, it is possible, and it would have

been interesting to discover what obstacles, if any, there would be in that situation.

In addition, my reading of the literature on TFC evaluation found that there

was evidence of wide variations in treatment methodologies (Hudson, et al., 1989;

Meadowcroft, et al., 1994). However, the nature of those variations was not clearly

understood due to a lack of qualitative material that sought to describe in detail the

treatment methods used. It was hoped at the outset that the process of goal setting,

specification of target problems and selection of interventions that formed the initial

stages of the case level evaluations, would provide a vehicle from which would yield
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qualitative information that describes treatment methodologies as they relate to

specific problems. If this process can be harnessed to produce descriptive data on all

or a large percentage of interventions, it will be possible to confidently present the

distinct differences in treatment methodology that TFC offers over traditional foster

care and residential care altematives. The ability to describe those differences, and

then quantifl,, their effectiveness as interventions in the lives of foster children, would

be a useful contribution to the field of service delivery to children in care'

One goal of TFC evaluation has been to establish the effectiveness of the

model in comparison to more expensive altematives. Research conducted by

Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates (1993) and by Thomas (1993)' showed

that Macdonald Youth Services TFC program is a cheaper model than their residential

care option. To conduct the research required proof that the two programs were

qualitatively comparable. This was difhcult to establish as the authors of the study

found that the data pertaining to comparisons between children in residential care and

those in treatment foster homes \rr'ere "difficult to interpret" (p. I l0)' One problem

was that separate people, who may have interpreted hle information differently,

verified the groups for "systematic differences" (p. 110) relating to histories of

neglect, abuse, behavioural characteristics, family history, and other relevant factors.

Also, although the DeparLment of Family Services classified some of the children in

both programs at the same level, the authors felt that there was enough anecdotal

evidence from professionals to suggest that the levelling criteria were not consistently

applied (p. 110).

Another goal of past studies of foster care has been to identiff those

characteristics that are most likely to produce successful placements (Cleaver, 1994;
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'Ward, 1994). While the information derived from such research can aid program

planners in the targeting of future foster parents, it does not seek to maximize the

potential of foster parents regardless of their characteristics. TFC is a model that

provides a variety of care options. Hudson, et al. (1994) found that all the programs

they reviewed were comparably different, with different children, different treatment

strategies, and different foster parents. The ability to provide different treatment

strategies for each child is a key component of the TFC model. Case level evaluation

seeks to examine the differences, not for the sake of comparison, but to increase the

possibility of success in any given situation. It asks, 'how can the options available to

parents, support workers and clinical staff be maximized to increase the life chances

of children in TFC?'

Summary

In brief the stated purpose of evaluation at a case level, is to assist TFC parents

and those that support them to offer a better level of service to the children in their

care. It is to learn what methods are effective for them, not in general, but

specifically, for each individual child that comes into a home.

This practicum has therefore, been developed through the personal experience

of being a treatment foster parent and through academic study of the literature

pertaining to the evaluation of treatment foster care. Specifically, it is an exploration

of the feasibility of case level evaluation as a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of

treatment interventions in treatment foster homes. To do this involved working for a

period of ten weeks respectively with three clinical case managers (CCM's) from the

RSFC prógram and three RSFC families. Each participant was asked to volunteer
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their time to share details of the presenting problems and the proposed interventions.

They were asked to work in conjunction with their clinical case manager and myself,

to design and conduct three distinct case level evaluations. Following this ten-week

period, the practicum was evaluated using qualitative methods in order to explore the

process as experienced by the participants. Finally, using the information gathered

from the experience of implementing the designs and the qualitative data, the findings

were analysed to discover implications and draw conclusions.

This practicum report has been organized into six chapters. Following this

chapter, that has provided a contextual overview of the practicum, there is a review of

the literature pertaining to the evaluation of Treatment Foster Care (TFC). Chapter

three provides a detailed explanation of the two-stage methodology employed to carry

out the practicum. The first stage is the design and implementation of three case level

evaluations in three TFC homes. The second is the qualitative examination of that

experience. The results of the f,rrst stage of the practicum are presented in chapter

four, and the findings of the second stage are presented in Chapter five. Chapter six

examines personal growth and learning through the practicum experience and

includes a discussion of the implications for future practical application of case level

design in the evaluation of TFC.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Evaluating Treatment Foster Care

Most evaluations of TFC programs to-date have been quantitative in design.

Although there is a descriptive body of work based on survey results (Meadowcroft,

Thomlinson & Chamberlain,1994, p. 568), there have been few attempts to use

qualitative methods in the collection of data used to objectively evaluate programs.

Hudson, Nutter and Galaway (1994), point out that the qualitative differences amono

programs are absent from the research and call for a greater emphasis on qualitative

methods to both describe program elements and collect data pertaining to outcomes in

future studies (p.207). Meadowcroft et al. (1994) found that while the research has

been able to identiff the types of needs that children in treatment foster care have, it

has been less successful in identiffing the qualities possessed by TFC parents. The

authors suggested that descriptive research into the types ofparents that are

successfully recruited into existing programs would be beneficial to those attempting

to attract parents to new programs (p. 569). Also, while the distinguishing features of

TFC in relation to other forms of care, have been well described, the activities of

foster parents and other members of the treatment team have not (p. 569). In other

words, it is not understood exactly what it is that TFC parents and program staff do in

relating to the foster children in their care that is different, and therefore, possibly,

more effective than other types of care.

Where qualitative methods have been used the results have been interesting.

Cleaver (1994) utilised a strong qualitative component in her 7994 evaluation of the
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frequency and effects of foster home breakdown in the United Kingdom (U.K.). In

Cleaver's (1994) evaluation, an extensive review of agency records was augmented

by an intensive study of ten fostering breakdowns. The qualitative component of her

study revealed that the natural parents of children in care were left out of the caring

process in situations where breakdowns had occurred. Kufeldt (1995) came to a

similar conclusion from a purely quantitative analysis of the attitudes of children in

care. In her study, contact with natural parents was found to aid the stability of in-

care placements in all but a small minority of cases.

Wells and D'Angelo Q99$ took a distinctly qualitative look at "specialized"

foster parents to examine the problems of applying a medical model of treatment to a

situation where the important variables are relationships between people, and where

the impact on both treatment recipient and treatment provider is emotional in nature.

Their study highlights the value of qualitative research in the human services and

suggests a greater emphasis on qualitative designs.

The report to the provincial govemment of Nova Scotia, made by the foster

care consultation committee project in 1995, utilized strategic management methods

to gather information and opinions from which 59 recommendations were made. The

methods used were qualiøtive in that committees of key informants were formed, in

which concerns were expressed, beliefs were shared, ideas were discussed and policy

recommendations were formulated. The report argues in favour of an approach to

foster care services that moves away from a volunteer model towards an accountable,

professional model of care that recognises the value of culturally appropriate

placements and of maintaining contact with birth family members. Seven years

earlier, the Ontario Association of Children's Aid Societies (OACAS, 1988)
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conducted a quantitative study of the Ontario foster care system and found that the

changing needs of the child welfare population were driving the system towards a

professional level of care. While advising that the non-representative samples limited

the inferential power of the report's conclusions, OACAS recommended that the

foster care system in Ontario be developed in a direction that moves the system away

from the volunteer model. As indicated, the two reports used different information

gathering methodologies to arrive at similar conclusions.

The use of quantitative methods to measure program effectiveness in TFC has

been extensive but the literature suggests it has fallen short of providing inferential

evidence to support the kinds of recommendations made by the OACAS.

Meadowcroft et al. (1994), Hudson, Nutter and Galaway (1994), and Gabor and

Charles (1994) all wrote articles exploring the research undertaken into the

effectiveness of TFC. They concluded that the research undertaken up until 1994had

limited ability to predict outcomes. The purpose of Gabor and Charles' (1994) study

was to discuss the various merits of different evaluation designs and propose criteria

for future research into TFC. Meadowcroft et al. (1994) and Hudson et al. (1994)

were more focussed on the analyses of the results of the research with suggestions for

future directions stemming from their findings.

Reddy and Pfeiffer (1997) conducted a review of outcome studies between

1974 and 1996. They found that TFC was effective in improving permanency of

placement and psychological adjustment, children's social skills, and behaviour, and

in reducing restrictiveness of post discharge placement.

Hudson et at. (1994) and Meadowcroft et al. (1994) found that TFC in its

many forms could affect positive change in clients, with improvements at both the
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functioning level and on a variety of psychological dimensions. They also found that

"most TFC placements were completed as planned" (Hudson, Nutter & Galaway,

1994, p.208) and follow up studies strongly indicated that TFC was more beneficial

to clients than institutional settings (199a). In addition, both articles report that the

financial costs of TFC were consistently lower than institutional care for the same

population. Meadowcroft et al. (1994) also found that time spent with supervising

adults and pro-social peers may contribute significantly to the difference in outcomes

found between TFC and congregate care settings. They also concluded that TFC

caters to the same type of children as those found in group-care settings. This last

finding is important as it serves to legitimize the use of comparisons between TFC

and institutional care for evaluation purposes.

Kufeldt (1995) conducted research into the use of inclusive care models.

Although her findings could not be generalized beyond the sample, she demonshated

positive outcomes for the foster children in her study. Inclusive care is the practice of

including a foster child's natural family members in decisions and events that concern

the foster child while in care. Inclusive care is a common element in TFC and the

ability and/or willingness of TFC parents and their clinical staff to work with natural

parents is a strong selling point to social workers that have the whole family on their

caseload. The argument is that if the child can be reconciled or even reunited with

his/her natural family, the outcome for both child and family will inevitably be better

than if the sole emphasis is placed on helping the child to readjust to a new and

different situation, that is unconnected to hisiher own family and community.

Evidence for this position is found in Cleaver and Berridge's 1987 study of

foster home breakdown in England (1987). In observations based on that research,
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Cleaver (1994) found that continued links with birth family was an important factor in

achieving stability in foster carc (1994, p.la3). She also found that, to reduce the risk

of foster placement breakdown, social workers needed to maintain close contact with

the foster home, the foster child and the foster child's birth family. In addition, foster

parents who had previous experience, those who were trained and those who received

regular professional support experienced fewer breakdowns in placements (p. 142).

Each of these characteristics are found in TFC programs.

Cleaver's (1994) study also found that characteristics of foster homes that

experience fewer placement breakdowns include foster mothers over the age of forty,

foster parents without birth children who were either very young or close to the age of

the foster child, and foster homes where other unrelated foster children were present

(p. A2). On this last point she notes, "many of the most successful foster homes were

not very different from small children's homes" (p.139).

To sum up the findings from the research reviewed so far, TFC has been able

to provide a quality of care at least equal to, if not better than, institutional settings for

children who would not be considered for placement in the standard foster care

system. This has been achieved at a lower cost, and with a long-term prognosis for a

st¿ble adult life that is more favourable than the prognosis for children in institutional

settings. The reasons for this success, it is argued, are due to better quality time spent

with supervising adults and pro-social peers, a capacity for individualized treatment

planning, and the practice of inclusivity in regards to biological families.

Gabor and Charles (1994) identifu and critique nine recognized research

methods. Table I provides a synopsis of their opinions. These authors highlight
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many shortfalls in much of the research, most of which utilise evaluation designs with

poor inferential characteristics. While taking pains to recommend a quantitative

Table l. Strengths and Limitations of TFC Evaluation Methods.

(Source: 1994, pp. 166-167).

design that could be effective, they conclude that for many programs the way forward

is to adopt an approach that utilises individual case level designs. This was done

because it was felt that the quantitative, pre-test, post-test with control group design

they recommended was expensive and time consuming, as well as generally too

difficult to undertake for the majority of TFC programs.

Strengths LimitationsEvaluation Method
No outcome measurementProgram process Links program goals to

actions

Measures outcome Too many confbunding
variables

One gfoup, post test

Cannot measure amount of
change or athibute change
to program

Post test with
comparison group

Measures outcome

Cannot measure amount of
change or attribute change
to program

Measures outcomePost test with control
group

Measures outcome and
change

Not able to attribute
change to the program

One group, pre-
test/post test

Strong inferential
characteristics

Diffrcult to form in the
field, expensive, time
consuming

Pre-test, post-test with
comparison group

Strongest infþrential
characteristics

Difficult to form in the
field, expensive, time
consuming

Pre-test, post-test with
control group

Less disruptive, enables
individual focus

Subject to bias and
inaccuracy, validity and
reliability problems

Informal periodic
review of client
programs

Less disruptive,
individualized, cheaper,
inferentíal results

None cited, [however these
methods yield inferential
results slowly.]

Systematic monitoring
of client progress
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Gabor and Charles (1994) claim that the post-test with a control group design

is unable to measure change or attribute change to the program being measured. As

this design is a true experimental design it is difficult to support this assertion. As this

design is relatively simple to set up and fairly cost effective it should be considered

when designing program level evaluation for TFC. However, there will be problems

in creating control groups for this design. There is an ethical issue to the random

assignment of children outside of treatment. It would be difficult to justifr denying

treatment foster care to a child who may need it.

One approach to gathering data that has been used in the evaluation of foster

care is case file reviews. This method was used extensively in Cleaver's (1994) U.K.

study of foster placement breakdown and by Slaght (1993), who conducted a U.S.

study to examine risk factors in foster care. The purpose of Slaght's study was to

"better understand the factors contributing to the replacement and length of stay of

children in foster care and the relative importance of substance abuse as one of the

risk factors." (p.146). Data for the study was collected through a review of case fîles

on all children entering care in Baltimore, Maryland in August 1988. The files were

reviewed again 18 months later.

Slaght (1993) indicates a problem with studies based solely on case file

reviews. She explained that poor and incomplete information found in case files

suggested that there were other variables at work; "workers feel compelled to focus

on problems of greater complexity in order to justifu why the child is in care" (p.

152). ln addition, Slaght identified that the methodology was problematic. She found

that the information on the files was "very sketchy and crucial data ...was absent ÍÌom

many of the recoÍds" (p. la8). Case files did not include enough documentation
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concerning risk factors, as workers were more focussed on solving immediate

problems. As Slaght indicates, this seriously limits the validity of the study, as it is

impossible to know whether environmental factors such as poor housing were

symptomatic of, or caused by, menüal illness or drug abuse.

Consistency of recording was not seen as a concern in Cleaver's (1994) study.

However this may not be the case in other programs, which suggests that the validity

of case file reviews, as sources of data for evaluative purposes, may be determined by

the quality of the reviews.

Evaluation of Alternative Parent Home Program

In 1993, a comprehensive program evaluation was conducted for the MYS

Alternative Parent Homes (APH) progfam by Campbell and Heinrich Research

Associates The evaluation design components included the following: file audits; a

time and motion study of clinical staff; interviews of foster parents and children; a

survey of respite/support workers; interviews with collateral agency staff; a clinical

evaluation of effectiveness; restrictiveness of placement tracking; and an analysis of

the cost of care (Campbell & Heinrich Research Associates, 1993). The evaluation,

which took a year to complete, found that living environments for children from the

APH program were less restricted, both immediately after discharge and when

tracked. In addition, it was found that the per diem cost of the APH program was

significantly cheaper than MYS's residential alternatives, Costs for most children

discharged from MYS were lower than they had been while with MYS.

The evaluation found that the APH program offered benefits with regard to the

cost of care while in the program and after discharge. Children were found to benefit
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from an increased positive self-concept, acceptable school and work attendance and

an increase in the social supports available to them from family members over time.

The study found that boys in the program reported a reduction in the size of their

friendship networks, while girls' füendships remained stable over time. The

evaluators used the Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL) along with file information to

assess the clinical effectiveness with regard to changes in problem behaviour and

overall competence. The two methods proved contradictory as data from the CBCL

showed that in general no significant change occurred, while the file information

indicated substantial improvements in all but one of the eleven areas identified at the

point of placement as problematic.

In coming to the conclusion that TFC is a valuable resource, the authors of the

report rely heavily on the Restrictiveness of Living Environment Scale (ROLES), and

direct comparisons with residential care. There are two problems with this approach.

The first is that comparisons between groups of children in residential care and groups

in TFC are diffrcult to make and the second concerns the use of restrictiveness of

living scales as an outcome measure.

The differences between groups of children in residential homes and groups of

children in TFC homes stem from the different needs of each group prior to

placement. The basis for this argument is that both TFC programs and residential

programs seek to o'match" children to respective homes or institutions in an attempt to

get the best possible placement from the outset. Whether entering a TFC home or a

residential unit such as a group home, children are selected on the basis of their

suitability for that environment, their willingness to be placed, and their likelihood to

succeed in a given placement. It should not be assumed that children in group homes
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would benefit from a treatment home environment. Nor should it be assumed that

children who do well in TFC homes would do as well in a residential setting.

Social workers in Manitoba are bound by provincial law to take into

consideration a child's right to live in a family setting. The Second Annual Report of

the children's advocate paraphrased the rights and entitlements of children as

recorded in the Manitoba Child and Family Services Act.

Section 2(1): Children's best interests shall be paramount in all
proceedings ofthe director, the children's advocate, an agency or a
court. In determining their best interests, children shall have the right
to have the following taken into consideration: a right to a parent child
relationship in a familv setting (Manitoba Family Services Act, 1995).

Even if a case can be made for a child to be placed in a non-family setting,

such as a group home or a residential treatment center, options for placements

that can provide the type of relationships and the kind of environment that the

CFS Act speaks to must be explored.

Another issue concerning the comparison of TFC to residential alternatives

was raised during a conversation with Brian Ridd (personal communication, October

22, 1998), the co-ordinator of the APH program at the time. The point was made that

managers of residential programs at MYS feel that comparing group homes to TFC

homes leads to a tendency to negate the work that they do, by creating assumptions

that children placed in group homes could do just as well had they been placed in TFC

homes for about half the financial cost. The residential program staff believes that

there will always be a place for staffed, as opposed to parented, environments

particularly for those children who have lost the ability to trust parents and families

and need to find a different way to create healtþ attachments. They feel that children

more suited to residential programs may be placed in TFC homes due to cost
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considerations supported by comparative evidence from evaluation studies. Whether

this is actually the case is not cert¿in and more research needs to be done in this area

if the hypothesis that cost considerations affect placement choices is to be supported

empirically.

Given the problems, both experienced and hypothesised, the question is how

appropriate is it to draw comparisons between groups of children from residential

settings and groups of children from TFC? In addition, what weight can be given to

such comparisons and how should the impact upon residential programs be dealt

with?

It would be possible with large sample research to statistically correct the

anomalies between the populations of residential care and TFC in order to be able to

empirically compare the two groups. The question of the feasibility of such research

for small non-profit agencies remains an issue.

Comparisons of TFC with residential care are common in the literature

(Campbell & Heinrich Research Associates, 1993; Hawkins, Almeida & Samet, 1989;

Meadowcroft, 1990;Thomas, 1993; Thomlison, 1992). These comparisons show that

whether or not the two groups are comparable, children who have experienced TFC

do at least as well if not better than children in residential care in the samples

measured. In addition, TFC is considerably cheaper than residential altematives. For

social workers charged with the task of placing children, the logical choice on the

continuum of care would be, when suitable, to choose TFC over residential care

wherever possible. It still remains vital for TFC agencies to track the progress of their

charges after placements have terminated and to keep organised data on the presenting

problems of children, before, during, and at the end of placement.
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The use of restrictiveness of living scales, as an outcome measure, is a practice

that bears further examination. This form of measurement was first developed by

Hawkins, Almeida, Fabry and Reitz (1992) who developed the Restrictiveness of

Living Environment Scale (ROLES); this was subsequently revised by Thomlinson

and Krysik (1993) in the form of the Children's Reshictiveness of Living

Environments Instrument (CRLE) (1993) for use in Alberta. Both ROLES and CRLE

are based on the concept that children "with special needs should be placed in a

treatment environment that minimizes the restrictiveness of the intervention" (Gabor

& Charles, 1994,p.I63). Thus, the scales score the whole array of possibilities from

self maintained residence to secure treatment facility (Campbell & Heinrich Research

Associates1993, Appendix B) and use those scores to assess the degree to which a

program influences trends towards enabling individuals to move on to living

environments that are less restrictive.

Based on research by Jones (1989), Snodgrass and Bryant (1989) and Stroul

(1989), Thomas (1993) asserts that the "extent to which children enter less restrictive

settings is considered a fundamental measure of program success" (p. 18). Thomas

suggests that there "appears to be an agreement among programs that a 'successful'

discharge is one in which the youth leaves the program and is able to go to a less

restrictive setting" (p. 17). One problem with this concept is observed by Campbell

and Heinrich Research Associates (1993), based on an example within the APH

program, is that a child was moved by his placing agency from a potentially

"excellent" TFC home for simply financial reasons. In this particular case the move

proved to be considerably more expensive than if the child had been left in the home.

In this case it is implied that the variable explaining the child's subsequent placements
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was not the program but the decision to move him too soon (Campbell & Heinrich

Research Associates, 1993,p.119). Restrictiveness of living scales assume that: (1)

placements are successful if they have prepared children for less costly care, and (2)

the effect of placements are felt immediately, in that children will move smoothly

through a continuum of care that if successful will lessen the restrictiveness of

placement at each step. Both assumptions negate other variables that may affect a

child's life over time. The program is only one variable in a list which includes

maturation effect, peer pressure, change in biological family status, change in social

worker, discovery of a talent, therapy outside the home and changes at school. That

future environments are considered to be a reasonable measure of success is "based

on the assumption" that improvements in "behavioural and psychological

functioning" allow children to live in a "less structured setting" (p.17). There may be

other reasons why a less restrictive environment has occurred. It is possible that a

TFC program can successfully identiff issues that require treatment in a more

restrictive environment, such as a psychiatric unit. In this way, success is achieved

through enabling a child to access the proper services.

To assess these issues, Hudson et al. (1994) and Gabor and Charles, (1994)

recommend establishing control groups by randomly selecting children for placement

in either TFC homes or "institutional" care. Random selection however, is not

possible where the placing agency is legally mandated to place children in the least

restrictive, most familial atmosphere possible (Manitoba Family Services, 1995, p.

40). In this sense, scales that measure restrictiveness of living environments are tied

to all of the other problems associated with comparisons with children placed in

residential care.
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If a restrictiveness of living environment analysis can be carried out into the

early adult lives of those who have been part of the program, as was achieved by

PR\aDE, (the therapeutic foster care program of the Presley Ridge Schools,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Meadowcroft, 1990), there may be some point to an

examination of the data in that it could be argued that over time a clearer picture of

the impact of placement options can be seen. On the other hand, time will inevitably

produce more variables that could be used to explain change. Sorting out it and

where, childhood experiences of care, outside of the biological family, fit into the

larger picture would require very large samples before any firm conclusions could be

reached.

ROLES and CRLE are effective in that they can quantitatively describe the

nature of the restrictiveness of a child's living environment. However, such scales

should not be used in isolation to infer that if a lower level of environment restriction

is reached the previous treatment was effective.

Recommendations for Future Evaluation of Treatment Foster Care

While many studies have used quantitative methods to measure program

effectiveness in TFC, the literature suggests that the research has been "limited"

(Meadowcroft et al. 1994,p. 567), and has "yet to be empirically established" (Gabor

& Charles 1994, p. 177). The reasons given are that past research has suffered from

small sample sizes, informality,lack of pre-test measutes, and lack of control groups

(p. 170). According to Gabor and Charles (1994), there are inherent problems

associated with the creation of comparison gtoups or control groups that adequately

resemble treatment groups. These problems include, cultural, or ideological
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restrictions, ethical considerations, legal mandates and the matching process found in

TFC (1994, p. 171). The use of restrictiveness of living scales as measures of

outcome effectiveness is justifiable, if used in conjunction with a comparable control

group, along with other measures, and in the knowledge that they are not a definitive

measure of success. In addition, Wulczyn's (1996) argument that outcomes for foster

children have to be researched using cohorts, who share social and economic

variables and which are then hacked longitudinally, presents an even greater

challenge by making large samples necessary and reducing the choice for selection.

Wulczyn presents his argument as a challenge to traditional methods used in the

analysis of the foster care experiences of children. With the theory of social dynamics

as his framework and with the objective of understanding the process of change,

rathe¡ than simply the nature of change, he argues in favour of a longitudinal

approach that examines the dynamics of change at both the individual and aggregate

levels.

The difference between Wulczyn's approach and traditional models is that he

advocates the measurement of the probability of transition where none has yet

occurred, as opposed to traditional methods that measure the length of time a child

spends in foster care. To analyse individual level dynamics, Wulczyn uses event

histories as the base from which to conceptualise and measure a child's career in foster

care. He explains that a drop or rise in the aggregate number of children in foster care

does not mean children spend less or more time in foster homes, nor does it say

anything about their individual experiences. "Stability measured at the aggregate

level can hide changes in the experience of individuals" (p. 320). Put simply, what

Wulczyn is attempting to do is move away from the examination of snapshots of
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children in care and towards a model that tracks the experience of children in care

through time. His model uses complex statistical procedures, needs large samples and

seeks to create a design that can be used to accurately generalize to the larger

population. Wulczyn proposes to collect data for his method from event histories that

would form the base from which to aggregate data for making larger inferences about

the process of change. Applying Wulczyn's methods on a small scale to treatment

foster programs would not produce enough data. For example, an agency caring for

100 foster children would be unable to produce a cohort large enough to form a

statistically relevant group. Although the information could be amalgamated with that

from other agencies to form larger cohorts, to do so would obscure outcomes of

individual agency programs. However, the idea that children in care should be

tracked over time presents an interesting and workable challenge to care providers.

Meadowcroft et al. (1994) point out that although research has been "limited",

TFC has proliferated. Cost of care, cultural appropriateness, and legal mandates are

all factors, which have aided the growth of the model. While the research has not

been perfect, there has been considerable effort made to assess TFC. Hudson et al.

(1994) state, "sufÍicient studies of rFC programs have now been done so that

randomized experiments can compare the relative effectiveness of TFC programs to

institutional programs" (p. 208). While the comparison is possible, the

appropriateness of the comparison is questionable bearing in mind the differences

between the two populations.

Gabor and charles (1994) have proposed "minimum guidelines" towards "a

higher level of evaluation activity" (p. 172). However, the directions proposed by

both groups of researchers require conditions that are too rigorous to be realistically
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implemented for most organizations. In their conclusion, Gabor and Charles (1994)

say that:

Traditional group methods have been the preferred evaluation
approach in this field. However, these methods tend to be disruptive to
normal program operations, are difficult and expensive to implement
and, even at their best, do not yield information which can help with
clinical decision making. Few organizations have the capacity to carry
out such evaluations internally; most have to rely on the expertise of
outside consultants and specialists. In a day ofdecreasing resources,
reliance on these approaches is likely to result in less, not more,
evaluation activity. (p. 177)

In their evaluation of the MYS, APH program, Campbell and Heinrich

Research Associates (1993) suggest that:

It may be useful for APH to define the components of a comprehensive
model of care. This should include determining who is engaged in
what forms of treatment, describing and evaluating individual
approaches, and reviewing foster parents' qualifications and
experience in delivering the various treatment modalities. Program
staff have indicated that they adopt a systematic approach to their work
with clients. The manne¡ in which this approach can be applied within
the foster home should be explicated, and integrated with the
interventions that parents are currently practising. (p. 31).

There were no suggestions or recommendations as to how this could be achieved and

the final recommendations in Chapter 10 of the report only suggest that "treatment

modalities" should be "formalized" along with APH "standards" and "file recording

requirements" (p. I 53).

Gabor and Charles (1994) suggest an option. They suggest that for most

organizations the most viable alternative to the program level approach is "case level

evaluation". Utilising single subject designs, case level evaluation focuses on

individuals to track progress and outcomes through the specification of problems and

treatment goals; the identification of a dependent variable or "measurable indicator of
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change;" and repeated measurement of that variable. The process allows clinical

decisions to be made from an empirical basis. Such decisions can be made at any

súage of the evaluation process allowing the intervention to be curtailed if results are

seen to be unfavourable to the client (Gabor & Charles, 1994,p.175).

The following is a brief summary of Gabor and Charles' (1994) example of a

case level evaluation approach.

Jim's problem is low self-esteem. The clinical team discusses strategies and
decides on appropriate interventions, which are carefully documented. A
standardized instrument will be used to test Jim's self esteem. The instrument
is administered at intervals and the results plotted. The same instrument is
then used for a number of children and results are aggregated to form the
equivalent of a one-group pre-teslpost-test design. From which standard
statistical analysis are performed such as t-tests. (Adapted from Gabor &
Charles 1994, pp. 17 5-177)

In this example, Gabor and Charles claim that the ability of the program to

positively affect the self-esteem of children in their care is being measured. How this

is achieved is documented in the descriptive material that can be summarized to form

a sense of what interventions have been used, under what conditions, and which

treatments were, or were not successful. However, that the design mentioned above

could produce program level data is resting on an assumption that it is possible to

produce inferential data from many different inferentially weak sets of data. This is

not likely to produce the equivalent of a one-group pre-testþost-test design. This

does not mean that it is not worth doing. But it is important to recognize the

limitations of the design suggested by Gabor and Charles.

Standardized measures are preferable for aggregation purposes and for the

higher degree of reliability that they offer, but validity can be improved by the use of

individualised measures that accurately address the specific problems in each case.
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Alternative Parent Homes and Evaluation since 1993

The program level evaluation of the APH program, completed for MYS by

Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates (1993), was able to offer the agency a

comprehensive picture of program process and treatment outcomes. From the results

came recommendations, many of which have been acted upon by APH with positive

benefits to the program. In this regard, the evaluation was able to meet its goals.

Conversely, a goal that was not met was the est¿blishment of a system for an ongoing,

internal collection of data on outcome effectiveness. Though the system was

presented to the program at the end ofthe evaluation, clinical data at the level

explored by Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates (1993) has not since been

collected. Brian Ridd (personal communication October 22, 7998) was the co-

ordinator of APH between 1994 and2002, pnor to which he was a clinical case

manager with the program. His explanation for this apparent shortfall seems to bear

out Gabor and Charles' (1994) reservations that quantitative, pre-test, post-test

designs are expensive and time consuming, as well as generally too difficult to

undertake for the majority of TFC programs (personal communication, October

1ee8).

Firstly, there were problems with the database that Campbell and Heinrich

Research Associates used and passed on to the program. One problem was that the

people hired by the evaluators to set up and manage the database during the

evaluation did not pass the information on to staff in a way that meant anybody could

actually operate the database. In addition, the evaluating agency supplied APH with a

second database that crashed and the replacement was a simplified version that was

not able to manage the same types of data as the original software.
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Secondly, the parent body were "unsupportive" of the idea of continuing to

evaluate their work with the same clinical measures used in this study.

Thirdly, Ridd felt that parents were liable to be subjective in their opinions of

the behaviour of a child in their care, as it reflected on their ability as carers.

Fourthly, Ridd had concerns regarding comparisons with residential care. He

felt that residential program coordinators have no desire to see their service as a last

resort to be used only if a cheaper, TFC placement cannot be found. He explained

that the feeling among residential staff is that residential care offers an altemative for

children who, for example, find the close knit family atmosphere too much to handle

and prefer to recover from abuse and neglect away from "family atmospheres" that

can feel oppressive (personal communication October 22, 1998). In this sense,

children in residential care are not necessarily candidates for TFC even though

presenting behaviours may appear to be similar. Therefore, comparisons of the two

groups can only serve to make residential care look overpriced, and may result in

children being pressed into TFC homes who would likely do better in a residential

setting. The assumptions contained in these arguments are not self evident and should

be further studied, but they are worthy of consideration.

In essence, collecting the data was a lot of work for what was perceived as a

dubious retum. Within the internal environment the design was politically

problematic and lacked the support of program staff and foster parents. The opinion,

as expressed by Brian Ridd, upholds Gabor and Charles' (1994) view that attempts at

program level evaluation may lead to less not more evaluation (p.177).
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Strengths and Weaknesses of a Case Level Approach

One strength of the case level approach is that it can be conducted on a small

scale. A case level evaluation can be started by one caseworker measuring one aspect

of one child's treatment. The methodology is cheap to employ for small-scale

systems, is time-efficient, and serves to inform clinical decision making on an

individual level.

Gabor and Charles (1994) claim that it is possible to aggregate case level data

to form program level data. However, many TFC programs, including APH, have

fewer than 30 foster families. It remains to be seen whether enough data on the same

variables, or a proxy of the same variables, can be generated to aggregate to a

program level from such small groups, without compromising the benefits derived

from individualized evaluation.

Even so, in most cases the utilisation of single subject designs will be at best

descriptive and most frequently exploratory. For the purposes of informing clinical

decision making this is not problematic. However, ethical issues make explanatory

case level designs difficult to implement (Gabor & Charles, 1998, p. 211) which in

turn makes it difficult to link treatment methods with outcome effectiveness. This

also means that external validity is limited (1998, p.212), such that it would be

inadvisable to apply lessons learned to other clients without first exploring hypotheses

anew in each individual case. Rubin and Babbie (1993) state that limited external

validity is "the prime weakness of single subject designs - - - With a sample of one we

are dealing with idiosyncratic conditions that cannot be generalized to other clients,

practitioners or settings" (p. 327).
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Another disadvantage highlighted by Gabor and Charles, (1998) which

pertains to TFC, is that single subject designs "work best with specific client target

problems, rather than to general methods of problem solving" (p.21\. For example,

in the situation of a TFC home, it would be possible to measure the change created in

a child's behaviour by removing or installing certain specific conditions in the home.

The general effect of the entire environment cannot be measured using case level

designs, because to add or subtract the child's entire placement would be unethical. It

is important to stress that the design presented by Gabor and Charles. (1998) is

relatively basic involving only one period of time series measurements, without a

period of baseline measurement or a period of intervention removal with which

comparison can be made both visually and statistically. Quite complex designs, that

measure, for example, altemating, changing, or successive interventions, as well as

multiple variables and changing criterions, are also worth considering (Bloom,

Fischer, & Orme, 1995, pp. 397-462).

Altshuler and Gleeson's (1999) article discusses the need for the "well being"

of children to be measured as part of any evaluation effort. They stipulate that a

longitudinal design must be used to effectively measure changes in child functioning

over time (p. la\. They also state that the measures must be valid, easy-to-use,

relatively short, and comparable.

In'Refining the Evaluation of Treatment Foster Care', James and Meezan

(2002) develop an ecosystemic framework to approach the problem of how to

measure interventions where a multitude of variables exist. They suggest that to

effectively measure outcomes in the context of TFC it is necessary to do more than

measure behavioural problems (p.zaQ. James and Meezan (2003) point out that very
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few studies have addressed other dimensions such as "self-concept, social

competence, psychological adjustment, health status and intellectual and academic

functioning ." (p. 241). They also argue that the relationships of foster children to

their biological families arc yetto be evaluated as have their relationship with service

providers, schools, peers or community (p.2 l).

Summary

The literature review revealed a strong quantitative program level approach to

the evaluation of treatment foster care. Where qualitative methods have been used

they have either come to the same conclusions as parallel quantitative studies, as in

the Nova Scotia report (Ure, 1995), raised new issues that challenge current

evaluation models, as in the wells and D'Angelo study 099Ð; or they have tended to

contradict findings from simultaneously conducted quantitative analysis, as in the

evaluation of the APH program (Campbell & Heinrich Research Associates,l993). In

general, there is agreement that TFC has been able to provide cost effective, quality

care, with long term prognoses for stable adult lives to children who would otherwise

be placed in institutional settings. Explanations for this success include better quality

time spent with supervising adults and pro-social peers, individualized treatment

planning, and the practice of inclusivity with regard to biological families'

The literature indicates that the research has fallen short of being able to

provide inferential evidence relating to outcome effectiveness, citing a limited ability

to predict outcomes and poor extemal validity as problems that need to be overcome.

In addition, there is a call for research that describes and identifies effective

methodologies of TFC'
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Comparisons of TFC with residential options have been common practice and

authors have recommended that the practice should continue, as it enables researchers

to control for extraneous variables. Outcome effectiveness has been evaluated using

standardized tools to measure self-esteem, behaviour, academic performance, social

and familial relationships, and levels of restrictiveness found in post-treatment

placements.

The use of comparison groups from residential programs is a valuable but

imperfect method of forming a comparison. Placement processes and the needs of the

children served may render the different groups difficult to compare suggesting

caution when adopting the practice. In addition, there are ethical concems that

comparisons of this nature may lend weight to the practice of placing children in cost-

effective TFC over more appropriate, although more expensive, residential options.

This having been said, comparison with residential care remains the most objective

method available of evaluating TFC at the program level.

The use of tools that measure post-placement restrictiveness of living

environment as a gauge of success presents a problem in the evaluation of TFC.

There is an assumption that program success or failure can be inferred from the results

of this type of analysis. ROLES and CRLE measure the reshictiveness of living

environments experienced by children. When used with comparable control groups

ROLES and CRLE can only be used to determine whether post-placement

environments are more or less restrictive for children from TFC than for children

from control groups.

That success can be linked to restrictiveness of living in post-placement

environments is a concept that is currently in dispute. James and Meezan (2003)
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argue that there has been enough research done to doubt the efficacy ofsuch

measures. "Thus it cannot be assumed that prevention of more restrictive placements

can be equated with improved client outcome." (p.zaQ. Whether the concept has

been accepted at the consumer level among TFC parents and the children they care for

has not been explored. Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates ( 1993) brought

forward a case study of a situation where the concept did not work (p. 119). Although

decreased restrictiveness may be an appropriate goal for the majority of TFC children,

it does not fit every case, thus it can be frustrating for TFC parents attempting to meet

the needs of child¡en for whom success needs to be measured in different ways. Also,

reaching the goal may be confounded by variables beyond the control of the TFC

home or program. For this reason it is a measure that needs a comparable control

group. In addition, the premise that restrictiveness of living in a post-placement

environment is related to the impact of treatment should only be viewed as one part of

a program level measure of success and used only in conjunction with other clinical

measures

Gabor and Charles (1994) have argued that program level evaluation of TFC

imposes conditions that are too rigorous to be realistically implemented for most

organizations. Although the APH program was evaluated in 1993 by an outside

agency, they have since experienced difficulty in continuing to evaluate their

operation at a program level. There were technical problems with computer software,

issues taken with one of the measures used, opposition from parents within the

program, and concerns that the evaluation was detrimental to their interests of the

residential program to which APH was compared.
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One alternative route as suggested by Gabor and Charles (1994) is to take a

case level approach to the evaluation of TFC. The advantage of this approach is that

simple, single subject designs can be used that are cheap and efficient, and serve to

inform clinical decision making at an individual level. The disadvantages of this

approach are that results are at best descriptive, with limited external validity; there is

no realistic possibility of information being aggregated to form program level data;

and the general effect of treatment or treatment in general is not measurable.

Evaluation of TFC is clearly a complex issue, in which many designs are

possible and none are perfect. Selecting the most appropriate design for TFC requires

consideration of the academic literature and the experiences, opinions and attitudes of

staff parents and children in the program. Program level evaluations are important in

that they enable program managers to present an overall picture of their programs

accomplishments to funders and other stakeholders. They are less able to provide

useful information on the effectiveness of clinical approaches. Case level evaluation

may be able to provide information that can help to evaluate TFC ecosystemically and

to mofe clearly def,ine the clinical approaches used by TFC programs and provide

information that can inform both TFC parents and clinical case managers as to the

effectiveness of individual interventions.

In addition, they may be able to address the need as highlighted by James and

Meezan (2002) for information that describes outcomes for children beyond

placement stability, discharge status, program completion, rates of institutionalization

and rates of re-entry to care following discharge (p.zaQ. Any future TFC

evaluations must find ways to enhance the utilization of evaluation findings. It is

imperative that program staff and treatment foster parents are able to use the
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information generated from an evaluative process to improve the chance of success

for the children they care for. Case level evaluation methods may be able to speak to

this need through the individualizationof the process and the close participation of

parents and children. The goal of this practicum is to explore the feasibility of a case

level approach to TFC evaluation as either an alternative, or an adjunct, to program

level methods.
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Chapter 3

Method

The purpose of this chapter is to describe in detail the methods used to carry out

each stage of the practicum from the recruitment presentations to participant feedback. It

consists of a detailed description of single system design, including analytical procedures

and ethical considerations, an explanation of the methods used to qualitatively examine

the participants experience and a brief description of the method employed to provide

feedback from the participants regarding the role of the facilitator.

There were some difficulties in getting the planned evaluations up and running so

the approach was altered. These alterations and the reasons behind them are described in

the final section of this chapter.

Case Level Evaluation Method

The case level evaluations carried out for this practicum utilised single system,

design methodology in an experiential, inductive approach. This involved an exploration

of the issues presented in each of three cases, the definition of target problems, the setting

of goals for treatment, the description of intervention strategies, the operationalization of

target problems, the collection of data and the analysis of that data. Preparation for this

process began with presentations to various groups of participants the details of which

appear in the Appendices (Appendices A & B). The main point stressed in those

presentations was that, for the purpose of examining case level evaluation as a model in
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the context of treatment foster carc, it would not be people that are being evaluated but

interventions. Also highlighted was the importance of the contextual information that

would need to be divulged and the goal of increased objectivity for those in the role of

treatment foster care providers. Finally the issue of informed consent was explained.

When meeting with the treatment team, the first item on the agenda was to

complete the consent forms. Three consent forms (see Appendix C) were needed, one

form for the Clinical Case Manager (CCM), one for the legal guardian and a combined

form for the foster parent and their foster children and or biological children should they

be involved in the evaluation. The foster parents and the CCMs were presented with an

evaluation 'tool bag'which was essentially a folder that contained copies of the consent

forms, assessment forms, log books, the written intervention plan and any other material

relating to the evaluation process.

Once all consent forms were signed we were free to discuss and record

contextual information which included descriptions of the foster family, background of

the child, the child's biological family and his/her involvement with them, the child's

academic achievements and expectations, the child's interests, behaviour patterns, other

presenting problems than the one measured, the child's relationship with members of

foster family, friendships and social activities.

Target problems were specified as narrowly as possible and obtainable treatment

goals were set. My role in specifliing target problems was to facilitate the process

through directive questioning rather than by attempting to define the problem myself.

Both quantitative and qualitative information was gathered in regard to the targetproblem
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at this stage including history, frequency, severity, type, contributing factors stimulants,

and conditions around events. This information was collected to set treatment goals and

possibly to be used as data for retroactive baselines and as contextual information for

both internal and extemal validation.

In setting treatment goals, Bloom, et al. (1995) provide a valuable list of

"anticipated impediments" (p. 85) that can arise during the goal setting process. This

phase of the evaluation design process hoped to avoid those impediments. Those

impediments and the standards set to address them at this stage were as follows: first,

develop an operational definition and statement of target problems and goals in positive

terms with clearly identified performance criteria; second, ensure that the chosen goals

are acceptable to all relevant parties and that goals cannot be satisfied in an unsatisfactory

wayby, for example, completing homework by copying someone else's (p. 85); third, it

is important that the measures used are not being influenced by alternate treatments;

fourth, ensure that goals are free of any possible negative consequences; finally, limit the

role of the facilitator in discussions around intervention strategies to that of observer.

Also at this time, decisions were made relating to the number and frequency of

behaviours to be observed during the course of the case level evaluations. These

behaviours were either those arising from the intervention and anticipated as new and

positive, or 'problem' behaviours identified during assessment. These decisions were

dependent on the opportunity for observation and the type of behaviour being observed.

All chosen observations were operationally defined by the parents and the CCM during

the design phase. It was important to ensure that words such as 'threatening', and 'bossy'
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had the same meaning to both parents. The time period chosen for the evaluations was

flexible but it was hoped that at least ten weeks of data could be collected. In practice,

this goal was, for the most part, reached. Where baseline data was able to be collected

retroactively, as in one measure in Case A, data was collected for 13 weeks'

Choosing between individuali zed rating scales or standardized measurements

involved a compromise. While standardized measurements offer reliability, their face

validity may be questionable. Individualized rating scales had excellent face validity, as

they were custom fit to the client and the targetproblem. However, the reliability of

these instruments was questionable and need to be used in conjunction with standardized

scales and other information to check for reliability.

Scales

The standardizedscales chosen were The Behaviour Rating Indexfor Children

(BRIC) (Appendix E), the Hare Home Self esteem scale (HHSE) (Appendix F),the Self

Concept Scalefor Children (SCSC) (Appendix G), the Mood Thermometer (MT)

(Appendix H), and the Index of Sister Relations (ISR) (Appendix D. All of these scales

were review ed in Measures for Clinical Practice (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000).

The BRIC was developed by Stiffman, Orme, Evans, Feldman, and Keeney

(1984). It is easy and quick to use, suitable for longitudinal studies, and when completed

by adults has good test retest reliability. It also has good internal consistency, with an

alpha score of .80 to .86 for adults. The BRIC has good concurrent validity as it
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correlated well with the 118-point Child Behaviour Checklist (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000,

p. a7\.

The MT is a standardized measure developed by Tuckman (1988). It is designed

for adolescents and attempts to measure one's awareness of both well and ill being. The

internal consistency of the measure was tested using factor analysis "to show the internal

association of the four items of poorness of mood" (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000, p. 57$.

Test-retest reliability showed average correlations of 0.57. The MT correlates well with

the Profile of Mood Scale indicating good concurrent validity and it also did well in a test

for known groups validity. It was favoured because it would be quick to complete and

appeared to have good face validity for use with children. It utilised a graphic image of a

thermometer rather thana list of questions and the page had to be turned upside down to

read half of the thermometers. Supposedly, this function made it more likely that a child

would pay attention to the variously descriptive points of each scale.

The MT asks the participant to mark on a graphic drawing of a thermometer

where they feel they are at on a series of five scales that subjectively measure tension

confusion anger fatigue and depression. Each of the five mood categories were analysed

separately. For a picture of overall mood the categories of tension, confusion, fatigue and

depression were added and divided by four. In part, the MT and the BzuC were chosen

as both measures were considered to have application across Treatment Foster Care

settings. It was hoped that both tools could be used in all three evaluations.

The HHSE was developed by Hare (1985). It is one part of a three-part

instrument that is scored by children and examines self-esteem in the realms of home,
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school, and peer relationships. The mean from the test samples ranged from 90.4 to 95

with a group mean of 91.1 for all sub-samples based on all three measures. If only one of

the three measures is used the mean range is from 30 to 32. No internal consistency data

are reported. Test-retest correlations have three-month correlations ranging from .56 to

.65 for the three subscales and .74 for the general scale (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000 p.

550). These scores are not particularly high, although the report in Corcoran and Fischer

(2000) suggests that it shows "good stability" (p.550).

The SCSC is a relatively straightforward scale developed by Lipsitt and was first

published in Child Development (1958). It can be scored by children as young as nine

years old. The mean score from the test samples for the SCSC was 86.75. Internal

consistency has not been tested for this instrument but "two week test-retest correlations

range from .73 to .91 indicating good stability" (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000, p. 617). The

SCSC correlates well with the Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale providing some

evidence of content validity. It "consists of 22 descnptive adjectives tapping children's

feelings about themselves, which are responded to on 5-point scales" (p. 617).

The ISR was developed by Hudson (1992). It is a standardized measure designed

to be completed by the participant children and examines the degree or magnitude of

problems clients have in their relationships with brothers or sisters (Corcoran & Fischer,

2000). In terms of reliability, the ISR has excellent internal consistency with alphas in

excess of .90. The validity of the measure is supported by reports of very good content,

factorial, and construct validity, with validity coefficients of .60 or larger (Corcoran &

Fischer, 2000, p. 379).
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The key to designing effective evaluations is to anticipate any problems that may

occur with the reliability of the data collected as well as any threats to internal validity'

Due to the vested interests of both foster parents and CCMs in seeing their chosen

intervention perform well, corroborating evidence was necessary. For each case level

evaluation design attempts were made to use multiple measures, combined with

information from the foster parent's monthly reports, the CCMs contact sheets and other

file information collected as part of regular practice.

Issues of Reliabilitv and Validitv

The reliability of the data should be discemible from the data; however, it would

be prudent to create good data from the outset by maximizing both the reliability and

validity of observations. Following are some rules for maximizing the reliability and

validity of data. First, it is important to ensure that the collection procedure is complex

enough to be valid but simple enough to be carried out by those actually collecting the

data and that the procedure is clearly understood. Second, the data must be monitored

and checked. For example, it may be possible to occasionally ask a respite worker or the

other foster parent to also observe the target behaviour. Third, using standardized

measures with high test-retest reliability and high coefficient-alpha scores that are

designed specifically for the client group and situation for which it will be used will

increase the reliability of the data. Fourth, it is important to maintain the independence of

observed data, so that for example, the act of taking an earlier measurement does not
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affect one taken later. Fifth, it is crucial that observations are made and standardized

scales are completed under the same circumstances each time.

In practice, to maximize reliability, it was possible to create individualized scales

that were concise and easy to complete in very little time. Each individualized scale took

less than two minutes to complete. The data was collected on the same day and at the

same time of day each week. Also there were at least four scales used in every case and

each evaluation utilised at least two standardizedmeasures. Efforts were made to ensure

that the procedures were clear to the participants. With hindsight these efforts were not

adequate.

The issue of reactivity, which is the effect on the client or on the problem due to

the act of measurement, is always uppermost when using repeated measures in time-

series designs. This issue relates to the need for multiple measures and triangulation of

the design, which will enable data to be corroborated statistically. One way to check for

reactivity is to collec t datafrom the child, through the CCM and/or the foster parent,

regarding their awareness of the measurement process. Another way is to consider

having a period in the evaluation when data is not being collected, after which, a one

time, global measure can be taken that can be compared with the time-series data' In

each case multiple measures were used and the CCMs were asked to check in with the

child participants around their experience of completing the forms.

protecting the internal validity of the case level evaluation designs is an issue that

can, to some degree, be addressed by ensuring that in each case there is enough

contextual information to support the data collected from the measures used. Such
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information needs to be collected systematically to ensure that it was done and that it was

not merely anecdotal. The current practice for CCMs in the RSFC program is to visit

their foster families bi-weekly. At these visits the foster parents report on events and

discuss their child's progress. This information was included in the documentation and

used in the final evaluation. The value of this information is that ideally it will cover the

whole spectrum of the child's life, which, when compared to the singularly focussed

quantitative measures, may enable the researcher to more accurately attribute change to

either the intervention as measured or to events external to the intervention.

Single subject designs do not lend themselves easily to generalization, therefore

external validity is not a major issue. With good contextual information it may be

possible to apply the lessons from individual case level evaluations to other cases within

the same program. However, it would not be advisable to generalize beyond the sample

and make clinical decisions for non-evaluated cases based on a single evaluated case.

Single System Design

I intended to keep the designs as simple as possible but considered the following

variations: Basic, A-8, A-B-4, A-B-A-B, multiple baseline, and changing criterion. The

basic design repeatedly measures the effect of the intervention or the 'B' phase over time.

It is possible to augment the basic design with data gathered retrospectively to form a

baseline. The A-B design requires a period of measurement where there is no

intervention, known as the baseline or 'A' phase. This is followed by the intervention or

.B' phase, which ordinarily lasts longer than the 'A' phase and measures the effect of the
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intervention. The 'A'phase acts as a control from which comparisons with the

intervention phase can be made. The A-B-A design incorporates a follow up phase,

where measurement is continued after the intervention has ended. This enables the

practitioner to evaluate the lasting effects of the intervention. In the A-B-A-B design the

intervention is removed and measurement is continued for a period equal to the baseline

period, after which, the intervention is reinstated. Multiple baseline designs can be used

to measure different responses for an individual, the same response for different

individuals, or the same response for an individual across different situations (Kazdin,

1998, p. 2I7). By introducing the intervention at different points along a continually

measured baseline, it is possible to demonstrate the effect of an intervention without

needing to remove it as in the A-B-A-B design. The changing criterion design uses

incremental changes in performance criteria to demonstrate the effectiveness of an

intervention. Following a baseline phase, an intervention is introduced for which the

criteria for success are changed as goals are reached by the client. If behaviour matches

the criteria as it is changed, then success is more likely due to the intervention than to the

effect ofextraneous variables (1998, p.220).

The length of the baseline depends on the observed result once measurement has

begun. It may be necessary to commence the treatment phase quickly or conversely

cancel the intervention. Intervention and follow up periods of measurement are also

subject to change and rely on clinical decisions derived from the observed impact of

treatment or the withholding of that treatment.
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In practice, finding ways to vary the evaluations beyond simple A-B designs

proved very difficult. Evaluating practice within the constraints of an academic exercise,

such as a practicum, led to design and implementation limitations. For example, it was

necessary to fit the evaluations into a specific time frame. This meant that each

evaluation period was limited to ten weeks and started when it suited those collecting the

data rather than at specific periods when alternative treatments or interventions were

planned. The result was that a baseline phase was developed in just one of the

evaluations. A baseline was established in part of Case C, but the individualized scale

designed to measure the effect of the planned intervention was not used, because the

foster parent did not implement the intervention.

Data Collection

The next stage in the evaluations was to collect data, monitor the results and

document contextual changes. The data was collected in a variety of ways. Children,

foster parents and clinical case managers completed standardized and individualized

scales weekly. They were each shown how to fill in the scales and demonstrated that

they were confident. The parents and CCMs were asked to show the child participants

how to complete the scales they were responsible for. After a ten-week period the

evaluations were reviewed with the case managers and foster parents and in each case it

was considered appropriate to end the collection of data as planned. Information from

the file was collected and reviewed for comparison with other data. All data was then

collated and entered into the Singwin program for analysis. From there graphs rvere
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created, statistical analyses were run and the findings were presented to the treatment

teams.

Analysis

The detailed analyses of results for each case are presented in Chapter 4. The

results were analysed both by visual evaluation of the graph and statistical analysis of the

data as clinical decision-making cannot rely solely on either method. Statistical analysis

ensures that any distortions in the graphed information will be accounted for, while visual

analysis enables the practitioner to evaluate the impact of the intervention in relation to

time. Also, it may be that statistically, the data shows that a change has not occurred; yet

the graph may indicate that the client's goals were met over the period of measurement.

In this case the practitioner may decide to continue the intervention for a longer period

and re-evaluate at a later time.

In general, to evaluate visually, straight and level lines were sought to indicate

reliability; for example steady change in a singular direction during the intervention

phase indicated the presence of a directional trend while a level line indicated that no

trend was apparent. Lines that appearedto zigzag with no obvious trend in either

direction were analysed statistically. The Singwin program from Evaluating Practice

(Bloom, Fischer & Orme. 1999) was used to run the statistical calculations. Regression

analysis identified the presence of directional trends and also analysed the possibility that

the trend was a result of chance alone. The degree of trend is symbolized by the letter å.

When á: I this indicates a modest trend. A å score of 2 indicates a steep trend while a
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score of 0 indicates the absence of a trend. Negative trend scores indicate trends in the

opposite direction. The p score gives an indication of the statistical significance of the

trend, which is the degree to which the identified trend may have been a result of chance

alone. Tests for descriptive statistics were run to define measures of central tendency and

standard deviation and chi-square tests were used to determine the statistical significance

of the change between baseline and intervention. Singwin defaults to a two-tailed test of

significance. However it is appropriate to divide the two-tailed measure of probability

given in the Fishers Exact test by two to recreate the test as a one-tailed tes t where a

direcectiional hypothesis is indicated. Alpha levels were set at p :0.05. In practice,

using chi-square was not appropriate as the sample sizes were too small. Expected

frequencies need to be greater than five in at least three of the four cells of the chi-square

results table (Bloom, Fischer & Orme, 1999, p.596). However for the purpose of

practical experience, the chi-square statistic was computed for the two scales of Case A

where there was both baseline and intervention data.

In addition each measure was considered for testing for serial dependency

using the autocorrelation function in Singwin. This test was done to challenge the

assumption of the independence of observations. This can be a particular problem with

time series designs due to the repetition of measures over time. Autocorrelation was

reported wherever it was indicated statistically. It should be noted however that the

absence of statistical evidence of serial dependency does not mean that it does not exist.

Data sets may be too small to allow for statistical detection. Autocorrelation was not
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reported for data that indicated a trend supported by regression analysis as the methods in

Singwin can produce an inaccurate result (Bloom et al. 1999,p, 525).

All information from statistical analysis was combined with clinical judgement

that was informed through client consultation.

Ethical ConsÍderations

To meet ethical standards, this practicum required the informed consent of all

participants. It was the intent of the practicum to facilitate a case level evaluation method

for evaluating interventions in TFC homes. Ultimately, it was the method that was under

scrutiny and not the intervention. However, the method did evaluate interventions, the

results of which can be used to influence clinical decision-making. Thus, it was

important that both elements of the study met ethical requirements.

The intent of the method was to evaluate interventions and not the people

implementing them. However, there was a risk that if an intervention was evaluated as

unsuccessful, individuals may have interpreted it as a personal failure. This risk was

ameliorated through the team approach used throughout the evaluation. Also, it was

important that participants recognised that negative evaluations of an intervention are as

successful as positive ones, as both results positively influence clinical decision-making.

This point was made during the verbal presentations that preceded the evaluation stage of

the practicum.

The results of the case level evaluation are the property of the RSFC program and

are subject to all confidentiality policies that exist within the agency. All names and
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identifying information have been changed in this report. Participants have been

informed that the final report may be published and the findings made generally

available.

Participants were informed that both an ethics committee and a practicum

committee ensured the integrity of the research. The University of Manitoba Ethics

Committee approved consent forms appropriate for research involving minors (see

Appendix C).

All aspects of informed consent were discussed with the foster parents, the CCMs

and the legal guardians. The consent form included the understanding that participation

is voluntary for both children and adults, that there would be no cost to those involved,

that the participants would be required to volunteer time and effort in the course of the

study. In addition the consent form included the issue of confidentiality, the possibility

of impact to the agency and the program, and the issue of future presentation or

publication of material.

How much time volunteers will be asked to donate was detailed during the

recruitment phase and negotiated with the treatment team (including the participating

foster parents) and myself. One of the benefits of case level evaluation is that it can be

incorporated into practice without adding to the practitioner's workload (Bloom et al.

lgg5, p. 2l). Whether or not this is the case was an important question in the evaluation,

so participants were informed that while it was hoped that their workload will not

increase it could not be guaranteed.
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Another important ethical consideration is that the practicum may have an impact

on the organizational structure of the program. The point was not to avoid the possibility

ofchange, but to ensure that those engaged in the process understood that changes in

internal power relations, administrative procedures and clinical practice might be an

effect of the practicum.

Feedback to the participants for the case level evaluation portion of the practicum

occurred on a continual basis throughout the exercise, as the participants, being part of

the clinical team, were closely involved with the data and the decisions that stemmed

from the findings. With regard to the practicum evaluation that follows the exercise,

feedback will be given in a presentation to the RSFC foster parent group meeting when

the practicum is complete. Access to the report itself will also be available.

Ethically, single subject evaluation design has many benefits" The process of

target specification enables accurate identification of presenting issues and potential for

change in the client situation, which objectively assists in the provision of demonstrable

help (Bloom et al., 1995,p. 632). The evaluation was designed to ensure that no part of

either the evaluation process or the intervention could be harmful. The clients were

involved in the process and could withdraw from participation at any point. There was

no punishment or consequences for not achieving the goals of the intervention or for not

wishing to complete any assigned tasks.

Bloom et al. (1995) advise that the intervention process should not be impacted by

the evaluation process (p. ffiÐ. This point was adhered to in Case A and C. In Case B

the evaluation did in part, enmesh intervention and evaluation in that the CCM used the
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Index Format scale as a discussion tool in her weekly meetings with the child. The scale

was not designed to judge performance, it was designed to assess change in the

relationship between the child and her mother to see whether the treatment plan that had

been devised was effective or not. In this respect the process was an open one and did

not ethically compromise the study.

Practicum Evaluation

The design for evaluating the practicum used naturalistic inquiry methods to

collect qualitative data. Naturalistic inquiry, or ethnographic methodology, is an attempt

to study "culture from the point of view of people who inhabit that culture" (Rubin &

Babbie, 1,993,p.361). In this case these methods were employed to ensure that the

questions asked were understandable and relevant to the interviewees. I interviewed all

the adult participants using a combination of closed and open-ended questioning. The

decision to go with this design was primarily based on the goals of the practicum, which

were focussed on discovery and the exploration of new concepts within a specific milieu.

A naturalistic approach to the collection of data allowed for unanticipated affects of the

practicum to be documented. In addition, naturalistic inquiry facilitated humanistic

methods that personalized the data collection process, an element that was important to

this study, as it was desirable that participants felt personally connected to the process.

There was also a need for an emphasis on unique and idiosyncratic individual

experiences, so as to bring out the differences between different stakeholders.
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The decision to not interview the child participants was made to keep the project

within reasonable limits. It is understood that this decision does place certain limitations

on the results of this practicum, and in the future it may be interesting to include their

perspective in the feedback component of any project.

After the evaluation and analysis was complete participants were asked questions

that related to their experiences. These questions were not seeking to just fit answers into

specified research hypothesis, but attempted to gain a full understanding of each

participant's experience from which theory can then be developed. The interviews used a

semi-standardized individual format, using some predetermined questions with freedom

to digress. In addition, scheduled and unscheduled probes were used. Some

undetermined questions to be derived from the interview process were also used. For

example some of the participants were asked to elaborate on statements they made.

Feedback on Facilitator's Role

Questions on the feedback questionnaire were completed anonymously and

voluntarily by all participants. The purpose of the feedback questionnaire was to help the

facilitator determine whether personal goals for the practicum were met. The form

comprised of ten questions, with answers to be recorded on a 4 point Likert scale. There

was also a space provided on the form for any additional comments.
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Adaptations to the Implementation Phase of the Practicum

The initial intent of this practicum was to use the Alternative Parent Home

Program (APH) run by MacDonald Youth Services (MYS) as the pool of participants.

The APH staff group and the APH Advisory committee (made up of foster parents and

management staff) were briefed on the practicum on two occasions (see Appendix A). In

addition, a presentation was made to the APH foster parents meeting to explain the

purpose of the study in preparation for case managers to ask for suitable volunteers (see

Appendix B).

This process netted three groups of participants. The first group consisted of a

single foster parent with one foster child and their case manager. The foster parent was

interviewed with the case manager and some areas to evaluate were developed. That was

as far as the process got because the foster child in the group decided that she was not

comfortable with the idea and declined to sign the consent form. All concerned accepted

this and we moved on. Two other groups of participants were willing to start and visits to

both foster parents were made to discuss the process. This time life outside of the

practicum got in the way and a job and location change made working with foster parents

in Winnipeg from the MYS program too difficult. A decision was made to change the

focus of the practicum to the New Directions RSFC program. This is a similar program

to APH and the integrity of the study was not compromised.

However, trying to set up meetings with foster parents and case managers was

still very time consuming. TFC parents and their case managers are busy people often
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managing crisis situations and the needs of graduate students were, understandably,

rarely a high priority. As a result the process was often stalled and a lot of time went by

as attempts were made to start individual evaluations.

It was necessary to find away to implement the evaluation phase more quickly.

The process of evaluation design had to begin as soon as the decision to evaluate was

made. The goal was to have the whole procedure, from the introduction of participants to

the methods of case level evaluation, to the completion of the design of the evaluation

last not longer than 3 hours and to have the necessary documents ready at the same time.

The necessary steps are outlined in the Case Level Evaluation Set-up Guide (see

Appendix D).

The original proposal outlined a six-phase process from the initial meeting with

participants to the collection of data. Within this process were three steps that required

intensive work with the treatment team, which was comprised of the foster parents and

their clinical case manager. These steps were: 1) preliminary assessment;2) information

gathering; and 3) evaluation design. This process had to be revised so that all three steps

could be completed in one meeting.

One of the stumbling blocks encountered when attempting to get the APH

evaluations off the ground was that my working knowledge of available standardized

tests was inadequate. It was necessary to have more immediate access to as many

standardized tests as would work in the expected situations. In February 2001,

standardized measures and selected scales that were suited to single subject time series

designs with the client population were researched. Most of the tests were identified in
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the Handbook of Family Measurement Techniques by Touliatos, Perlmutter and Strauss,

(1990), and in volumes One and Two of Measures for Clinical Practice by Fischer and

Corcoran, (2000).

The objective of this research was to find standardized scales that were short,

were quick to complete, were easy to comprehend and still had good test-retest reliability.

There are literally thousands of standardized tests available. One of the best ways to

identify them is in the Appendix to chapter 7 of Bloom, Fischer and Orme's book,

Evaluating Prøctice (1999). The Handbook of Family Measurement Techniques by

Touliatos, Perlmutter and Strauss, (1990), anó Measures þr Clinical Practice by Fischer

and Corcoran, (2000), provide the most recent descriptions and evaluations of tests

relevant to the client group. For the very latest in tests available for sale, Psychological

Assessment Resources, Inc (see Catalogue of Professional Testing Resources,2002)

publish a quarterly catalogue of scales, providing brief descriptions and statistical

summaries for each measure. It is worth subscribing to, particularly as it is free, but it is

a coÍrmercial venture and full data on each test are not usually made available' Also, the

catalogue does not provide a sample of questions so it is hard to discem face validity

before purchasing.

The selection of stand ardized scales began by first selecting all the scales that

were relevant to treatment foster care. Of interest were tests that examined relationships

within families, self esteem of children, parenting satisfaction, child satisfaction and child

behaviour. Tests that were more geared to performance such as might be used in

educational evaluation were avoided. In the search many tests were considered and
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rejected. One example was the "Child Sexual Behaviour Inventory" @riedrich &

William, lgg}). The main problem with the test was that it was relatively long with

thirty-five items, it was designed to be administered every four weeks and was geared

towards the examination of past, not current, events. Another example of a rejected test

was the "Issues Checklist" developed by Prince (Touliatos, Perlmutter & Strauss, 1990,

p. 384). This test was seriously considered but with 44 items was too long. In general

tests that were too long or had poor test retest characteristics were rejected. As well, tests

with poor face validity or were otherwise irrelevant to the participating client group were

omitted.

In addition to the scales already discussed in this chapter, namely the BRIC, the

SCSC, the HHSE scale, the ISR, and the MT, the following scales were chosen for the

toolbox: 1) Depression Self Rating Scale (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000); 2) The Eyberg

Child Behaviour Inventory; 3) The Kansas Parent Satisfaction Scale; 4) The Self Concept

Rating Scale; 5) The Walmyr Family Relations Scale; and 6) The Walmyr Peer Relations

Scale. Each of these scales is reviewed inMeasuresfor Clinical Practice (Corcoran &

Fischer, 2000).

All authors and publishers concemed were contacted for permission to use their

tests and transfer the forms from the textbooks to the computer and converted them to

text formats. They were then available to be printed as needed. The only place that did

not grant permission was the Walmyr group. They had a number of measures that

appeared to be excellent for evaluation of various interpersonal relationships. One of the

drawbacks of the measures was that they did not have a form that used the word 'foster'
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when describing a relationship. It was felt that this would harm the validity of the

instrument if used as intended. Permission to purchase some scales and change the

wording by reprinting the material with 'foster' inserted was requested and denied.

Another stumbling block was that a format for easily designing individualized

measurement tools had not been developed. So during those three weeks two formats

were designed. One was a Likert scale and the other was an Index scale. To go with

these formats a lexicon of descriptive phrases was developed. This was a list of questions

and scale point descriptors to be used as a guide when the measures were designed.

The process of finding participant volunteers from the RSFC program began in

the same manner as it had with Macdonald Youth Services APH program. In May 2001,

the first group of participants from New Directions RSFC program met to begin the first

evaluation (referred to as Case A).

In the initial meeting the purpose of the practicum was explained and the foster

parents were provided with a written outline of the design explaining the role of the

participants. The theory of case level evaluation was discussed with the clinical case

manager involved and she was provided with the same documentation given to the foster

parents. In May 2001 we all met to plan the evaluation. This was achieved in one three

hour meeting at the foster family's home. Using the 'case level evaluation set up guide'

(Appendix D) prepared in February, problems were discussed, and using the templates

for the individualized formats, the selection of standardized tests, a lap top computer and

a printer all the necessary forms and paperwork necessary for 10 weeks of data collection

were produced. Data collection for Case A began on May 10, 2001.
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A period of some frustration was experienced as attempts were made to begin

evaluations with the other two clinical case managers in the RSFC program. There was

some difficulty enlisting the support of a participant, and another moved away from the

program just as the process was about to begin. Then in late 2001 one of the clinical case

managers left the program. RSFC rehired by early 2002, but the program was now in a

state of retraining and not ready to take on the evaluations as proposed. By September of

2002, everything was in place and the final two evaluations began.

These followed the same format as Case A. The treatment foster parents and the

case managers were presented with written material describing what they were to expect

and then in a meeting the contents of the material was summarized and explained; then

questions were raised and answered. The consent forms were presented and start dates

were arranged. As in Case A, the respective treatment teams met and over the course of

three hours the evaluations were planned and the participants for Cases B and C were

ready to begin collecting data.

Summary

Although it was necessary to reassess the way the evaluation design process was

approached, the fundamentals of single system design were followed. Although limited,

through this method, to just ten standardized scales, the freedom to develop

individualized scales, utilizing the guidelines offered in the literature, remained. In that

regard consistency with the original intent of the method was maintained throughout the

practicum.
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Chapter 4

Case Level Evaluation - Design and AnalysÍs

The individual evaluations were designed to reveal various facets of treatment

foster care programming, including treatment methods, issues experienced in TFC

homes, differences and commonalities. These areas will be discussed in Chapter five.

The reporting format of this chapter focuses on outcomes and the evaluation of results.

Each individual case evaluated as part of this practicum was designed to stand-

alone. Therefore, the report has been organized to reflect that intent. This chapter was

originally to have been just a report on the data for each case but it was more coherent,

and congruent with the chosen evaluation method, to report on each case from inception

to analysis. To avoid repetition, all descriptions of the standardized measurements have

been included in the methods chapter, and are not repeated here.

Each report is broken down into f,rve sections that describe the steps involved in

developing the evaluation, these are: 1) presenting issues; 2) target problem and goals; 3)

intervention; 4) operationalization of target problems; and 5) data analysis.

The intervention sections include information about changes in intervention that

occurred within the evaluation period, descriptions of interventions that were current and

expected to be ongoing and information on events that were expected to occur during the

evaluation.

In the interests of confidentiality, pseudonyms have been used for all the

participants in this report.
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Design for Case A

This case consisted of a foster family (the Howels), and an 1i-year-old foster

child (Rachel). The Clinical Case Manager (CCM) has been given the pseudonym 'Mary

Daniels'. The foster family had one other foster child and three of their own children

living with them at the time of the evaluation.

Presenting Issues

Rachel had been living with the Howels' since she came into care when she was 8

years old. At the time of the initial interview with the family, Rachel was described as

oppositional and antisocial. She would remove herself physically from the rest of the

family for hours at a time by taking herself to her room. Her foster mother described her

behaviour as "snitty, snotty and bitchy". They reported that she teases other children in a

mean and spiteful way. As an example they said that Rachel would do things to set up

her younger foster brother to fail such as leaving out special cereal for him to steal. To

attempt to intimidate her foster parents Rachel threatens to be bad. She will for example,

tell her foster parents that today she is going to be suspended from school. Her purpose

is, seemingly, to worry her foster parents. Her foster parents also reported that she is an

expert liar. They said she is very good at very believable lies and will use this skill to

spread outrageous lies about herself that people are generally very ready to believe. This

was a major concern for the family who were in some ways just waiting to become

victims of her lies.

Rachel has been extremely resistant to formal therapy and counselling. She was

doing relatively well academically. She was passing all subjects at the grade level
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appropriate to her age; however she had difficulty establishing lasting friendships with

her peers. She has an excellent ability to corurect superficially but those connections

never got beyond the surface.

She had recently voiced a desire to connect with distant relatives, yet was refusing

to speak to her biological father who was attempting to re-establish a relationship with

her.

Mary Daniels, her CCM, described her worldview as one that fluctuated from

very negative to very positive. For Ms Daniels, Rachel's biggest issue was her inability

to connect to and articulate her feelings. She cried at least twice a week but failed to be

able to articulate why she was crying. Conversations about her father would almost

certainly result in tears. Her foster parents and Ms Daniels said that since they have

known her she has never been able to connect her emotional state, such as, being in tears,

to concrete reasons or feelings.

Target Problems and Goals

Rachel's issues were complex as were the possible responses. Her foster parents

felt that their role should be to work toward drawing Rachel into the daily life of the

family and helping her identify what it is that causes her crying episodes. The target

problems in this case were as follows; 1) Rachel wants to separate herself from the family

physically and emotionally; and2) Rachel is unable to connect her emotional state to

concrete feelings. The goals were to improve Rachel's relationship with the foster

family and increase the connection of feelings to real issues.
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Intervention

No change in intervention was planned at the time. Interventions into Rachel's

behaviour and attitudes followed a holistic approach. She was encouraged to participate

in the family and she was rewarded for doing so. In addition, she was given many

opportunities to engage and was emotionally supported through times of crisis. The

treatment team, comprised of the foster parents and the CCM, were in close contact with

the school system and were also engaged in finding individualized counselling as well as

working towards healing the rifts within her birth family. The team were hoping that she

would agree to begin visits with her biological father in the near future. Two weeks prior

to the start of the evaluation, Rachel began attending a 'Kids in Care' group run by the

clinical staff of New Directions, RSFC program. She continued to attend the group

throughout the period of the evaluation. Her CCM hoped that it would be a positive

experience for her as it was the first experience of therapy of any kind that she had been

willing to participate in.

Measurement Selection

We chose four measures for this evaluation. The first was the Behaviour Rating

Index For Children (BRIC) (Corcoran & Fischer 2000). The BRIC was to be completed

by the foster parents once a week. One of the intentions of the evaluation process was to

find ways for foster parents to observe and record behaviour and attitudes in addition to

what they already do which, is to perceive and reflect. The BRIC is a simple instrument

designed to meet that goal. From a research point of view the BRIC was used to test the
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hypothesis that over the period of the evaluation Rachel's behaviour would improve. The

treatment team decided to hypothesize that Rachel's behaviour would improve because of
the possible effect of the 'kids in care' group she had only just started to attend.

However, with hindsight and given that her behaviour had been deteriorating over a long

period of time this hypothesis may have been too optimistic.

The second measure was the Mood Thermometer (MT) (Corcoran & Fischer,

2000)' The MT tested the hypothesis that, over the period of time coinciding with the

evaluation, Rachel's overall mood would improve and her anger would decrease.

The final two measures were individuali zed, and,directly address the target
ÎÚ<

problems.Thefirst*rykhadonequestionthatitwassplitintofwo

parts, which were answered as statements. The question was ' This week Rachel became

upset around her issues n times.' The second o"i:íu:'i*"i,1*;- often she

connected feelings to concrete issues. This was completed using response categories

between l and gwhere 1:reallywelr,3:well,5:arittle, 7:barely,andg:notatall.

As mentioned in the previous chapter the nine-point scale was retained for consistency

across the three evaluations completed for this practicum. The foster parents were asked

to feel free to use all points of the scale.

One of the goals of the case level evaluation method is to attempt to measure only

positive change. This has important ethical ramifications. In this case, because of the

nature of the behaviours it was difficult to avoid addressing the negative behaviours, as

they were central to the foster parents experience. Therefore to ensure that this

individualized instrument had face validity the foster parents were asked to observe both
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positive and negative behaviours. The Likert Scale tested the hypothesis that Rachel

would increasingly be able to connect her feelings to concrete issues over the period of

the evaluation and that should visits with her birth family happen she would be more

likely to be able to make those concrete connections.

The second individualized measure and fourth measure overall is an Index format

comprised of ten questions that speak directly to the foster parents perceptions that

Rachel physically and emotionally removes herself from the foster family. The

behaviours that the foster parents were asked to report on were as follows: 1) removal of

self - hiding in room; 2) threatening behaviour; 3) setting up others with intent to upset

them - pushing buttons; 4) oppositional and or 'snitty' and 'snotty'; 5) oppositional to

formal therapy; 6) politeness at the dinner table - accepting what is served; 7) relating to

foster father in a normal or positive manner; 8) getting out to play with the other kids

without causing problems; 9) acts like an 11 year old (her age, e.E. does not try to parent

other kids); and 10) appears happy.

The Index Format was used to test the hypothesis that Rachel's relationship with

her foster family would improve over the period of evaluation. It was speculated that, if

Rachel began visits with her birth family during the period of evaluation, her relationship

to the foster family might also improve.

Without a specific additional intervention in mind this evaluation hoped to track

change in Rachel's behaviour and to objectively gauge stability of her mood. But with

the possibility of upcoming important events at the time, namely the resumption of
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contact between the subject and her biological father, it was hypothesiszed thatthe

evaluation might track the impact of that contact on her behaviour in the foster home, her

own perception of her mood and her ability to connect emotional reactions to real

feelings. Therefore, except in one case where we were able to establish a retroactive

baseline, all the measures had only an intervention phase planned at the time data

collection began. However we knew that Rachel has never been able to connect her

crying behaviour to any concrete issues so for the individualized,Likert scale we can

draw in a base line score of 9 for a period of at least a month.

Data Analysis for Case A

a) Behaviour Ratine Index for Children

Table 2: Results from Case A: The BRIC

Week Score
1

2

3

4

5

35
22.5
40
30
45

Note: Range: 0 to 100. High scores indicate more severe

behavioural problems. The scale was scored by the foster parents

The BRIC was fairly straightforward to analyse. Scoring was completed by hand

and the data was entered into Singwin (see Table 2 and,Figurel). The results show a

minimum score of 22.5 with a maximum of 45. The median is 35 and the mean score is

34.5. The clinical range is 30 and above. Visually, the chart indicates a trend towards

higher scores suggesting that behaviour was gradually worsening over the five weeks that
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the BRIC was used. Regtession analysis however can show that b:2.75 andp: .555,

which indicates that the trend towards higher scores was not significant. As indicated the

hypothesis that Rachel's behaviour will improve is clearly not supported by the data.

There is however a small indication that the opposite of the hypothesis was occurring and

her behaviour was getting worse. This directional change is not significant; this result

may have occurred by chance. An administrative glitch caused data to be collected for

only the final 5 weeks. This undermines the usefulness of this data.

Figure 1: Results from Case A: The BRIC
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b) Individualized Scale Index Format - Relationshin with Foster Familv

Table 3: Results from Case A: Relationship with Foster Family

I
2
a
J

4
5

6

7

8

9

6

t6
10

8

t6
T6

4
T3

4

Note: Range = 0 to 20. Higher scores indicate fewer problems

The intervention data for this measure refers to the period at

which Rachel began contact with her birth father.

Visually, scores in the baseline phase of between 6 and 16 with no clear trend in

either direction indicate that the relationship was, like the chart (Figure: 2), up and down.

In the intervention phase, that began as visits with Rachel's birth family commenced, the

up and down trend continued but at a lower level. This, therefore, does not support the

hypothesis that the relationship would improve over the period of the evaluation; or that

the relationship would further improve during the intervention period. There is no

statistical evidence of a trend where in the intervention phase regression å : 0 and

p :1.000. In the baseline phase b : 1.39 and p : .232. This indicates a trend towards

higher scores that is not supported by thep statistic. However the celeration chart (figure

3.1) clearly indicates that while the trend in the intervention phase is flat the trend in the

baseline phase is in the direction of the treatment goals, that is an improved relationship

with the foster family. The chi square statistic (Table: 4) was computed to test the null

hypothesis that the relationship between Rachel and her foster family will not improve.

The Fishers exact calculation of probability was divided by two to change the measure
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form two-tailed to one-tailed. The score of 0.119 idicates that the null hypothesis cannot

be rejected, therefore the data cannot support the significance of a difference between the

baseline and the intervention phases. Chi square is not a good indicator as the sample

size was too small for chi-square to be an appropriate statistical method to use. In

general, results point towards more problems occurring after the intervention than before.

Figure 2: Results from case A: Relationship with Foster Family
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Figure 3: Case A: Celeration Chart Relationship with Foster Family
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Table 4: Case A: Chi-Square Relationship with Foster Family

5

0

2 (J4

(+)

100.00% 50.00%

J -J

G)

DF=l P:0.134
One-tailed Fishers Exact : .1 19

INTERVENTION

0.00% 50.00%

0 J

Chi-square :2.25
Fishers Exact : .238I
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c) Mood Thermometer

Table 5: Results from Case A: MT

Note: Range = 0-100. This instrument measures subjective feeling states at any
particular moment. Lower scores indicate better moods.

The Mood Thermometer was straightforward to score. It has 5 components: l)

tension;2) confusion;3) anger;4) fatigue; and 5) depression. Rachel had low scores

across the board, which indicates low levels of all mood factors. When combining

tension, confusion, fatigue and depression Rachel had a combined score of 18.75 out of

100. The anger factor was an even 10 out of 100 for the whole recording period.

Visually (see Figures: 4 - 9) the scores are relatively flat and there is no apparent trend.

Regression analysis of overall mood gave a å score of -l.93 with ap of .254 indicating

that the negative trend was not signifìcant. The hypothesis that Rachel's mood would

improve over the period of evaluation was not supported by the data. A question arises

when examining this data as to the validity of the instrument in this case, because Rachel

reported exceptionally good moods throughout the evaluation. However this is in

contrast to the information found in the CCM's case notes that indicate that this period

was very difficult for Rachel and her mood was frequently poor. There is a possibility

'Week 
Tension Fatigue

I
2
Ĵ

4
5

6

20
20
10

20
20
10

20
20
10

20
10

0

10

10

10

10

10

10

40 20
20
20
20
10

i0

)')
18

t4
18

22
8

20
20
20
60
10
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that she wanted to present a positive front through the instrument. That fact that Rachel

stopped completing the MT at the point when visits with her birth family began may be

significant. Her foster parents reported that at the time visits began she was adamant that

everything was perfect, but her behaviour, which was increasingiy difficult, suggested

otherwise.

Figure 4: Results from Case A: MT Tension
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Figure 6: Results from Case A: MT Anger
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Figure 8: Results from Case A: Depression
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Figure 9: Results from Case A: MT Overall
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'Week

I
2

J

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

Score
1

I
I
1

2.5
7

5

I
8

7

6

8

4

11

T2

13

d) Individualized Scale Likert Format - Emotional Connecti vity

Table 6: Results from Case A: Emotional Connectivity

Note: Range: 1 to 9. Higher scores indicate a higher capacity to

connect emotional state to concrete feelings.

The foster parents reported each time an emotional outburst was witnessed and

rated Rachel's ability to connect her feelings to real issues going on in her life. The

scores were then averaged for each week. There was validity in having the number 1 as

the most positive point on the scale for the data collection process, but this produced a

graph (see Figure: 10) where peaks indicated negative outcomes and troughs indicated

positive outcomes. In order to make the graph easier to interpret the scores were

inversed. The start of the intervention period was marked at the 1Oth week. This was the

point at which Rachel began visiting with her birth family. Because it was possible to

construct results for the three weeks prior to the observed time period results could be

entered for 13 weeks. Visual analysis of the data suggests that over the baseline period

Rachel was increasingly more able to connect her emotional state to concrete feelings.

This trend is supported by the evidence from the measure and by analysis of the
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celeration chart (Figure: 11). Regression analysis shows that b : 012 where p: .013 for

the baseline phase. Visually, the intervention phase is hard to interpret. Regression

analysis shows that b = -l indicating a negative trend towards Rachels emotional

connectivity getting worse during the intervention period. In this case p: .622 indicating

an acceptance of the null hypothesis at least 62%o of the time. It is possible that three

observation points could not produce enough information to enable a determination of

statistical significance. However by observing the trend over the combined baseline and

intervention phase the positive trend found in the baseline phase is continued. For the

full period the regression analysis indicates that b: 0.53 andp: .007. The trend to

lower scores is modified but because there are more observation points in the data, the

trend is statistically significant atp <.01. The data therefore, would appear to support

the hypothesis that Rachel was more able to connect her emotional state to concrete

issues over the evaluation period. However it is not so clear that her ability to do so

would improve as visits with birth family members continued. Analysis of the chi-square

statistic (Table:7) computed a fwo one-tailed Fishers exact probablity of 0.097 . Thus the

null hypothesis that there is no difference between the baseline phase and the intervention

phase is accepted for alpha levels at or below 0.05. This indicates that there was no

statistically significant negative change that occurred from baseline to intervention stage.

However this should be regarded carefully as the small sample size, (represented as

observation points) particularly in the intervention phase, leaves the use of this particular

statistical method open to question.
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Figure 10: Results from Case A: Emotional Connectivity
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Table 7: Case A: Chi-Square Emotional Connectivity

Case A: Anal Summary

The data from the standardized instruments proved to be the least useful in this

case. The five weeks of data derived from the BRIC was not enough from which to draw

any strong conclusions and the MT was made invalid by the foster child's scoring. The

data from the individualized measures however did provide some interesting results. The

index format scale, that was designed to measure Rachel's relationship with her foster

family, reported that the relationship was up and down. This strongly reflected the foster

parents experience of life with Rachel and it was consistent with the CCM's observations.

The scale to measure Rachel's ability to connect her emotional state to concrete issues

(+) G)

BASELINE 6 4

100.00% 57.143%

INTERVENTION 0

0.00% 42.857yo

Chi-square :2.44
FishersExact:.1958

DF: I P: .118
One-tailed Fishers Exact : 0.097
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produced interesting data that indicated a strong trend toward improvement in her

abilities until she began contact with her father, at which point the trend diminished.

Design for Case B

This case consisted of a foster family (the Peterson's), and a l6-year-old foster

child (Nichola). The Clinical Case Manager (CCM) has been given the pseudonym

'Angela'. The foster family had three other foster children living with them at the time of

the evaluation.

Issues

Nichola was in care under a Voluntary Placement Agreement (VPA). This gives

her birth mother some rights regarding her care. She can at any time choose to cancel the

agreement and have her daughter returned. However the CFS agency has the right,

should she do so, to re-apprehend and apply for a temporary order of guardianship. The

major presenting issue pertains to Nichola's relationship with her birth mother. Her

father had left the family when Nichola was three years old and there are no other

siblings.

Nichola has a memory of an inappropriate touch from a man in a nightshirt when

she was three years old. She thinks it could have been her father and her mother supports

this theory, but it could have also been a boyfriend of Mom's. Nichola has rebelled from

her mother's tight obsessive controlling behaviour. It is thought that this may have

stemmed from an abusive childhood. In her home community Nichola had started
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associating 
"¡/ith 

a street gang and was regularly using drugs and alcohol. She was violent

towards her mother and it was this behaviour that had prompted the mother to seek help

from Child and Family Services.

Since coming into care and entering the RSFC program, Nichola has been violent

twice. Once she attacked her Clinical Case Manager and there was also an incident at

school where she got into a fight with another girl. Her current foster parents and her

new Case Manager have reported no problems at all and have not witnessed any of the

rage that she had previously displayed. Nichola's original RSFC placement broke down

as the result of inappropriate actions on the behalf of the foster parents. Nichola's CCM

described Nichola as introspective and astute pointing out that she understands that her

mother was hurt as a child and believes that her mother's father abused her in childhood.

Nichola and her mother had been inconsistently involved in family counselling. Together

they had seen two therapists. Nichola was motivated to attend the therapy sessions but

her mother often cancelled the appointments. The CCM said that the family therapist

pointed out that the mother did not have much of a childhood and is denying Nichola part

ofhers.

To sum up the presenting issues, Nichola and her mother had an interest in

reconciliation but were unable to achieve it. Nichola is left with feelings of anger, which

can be expressed as violence towards third parties. She has also been involved in risk

taking activities through her street associations. Her self-esteem has also suffered. Her

apparent lack ofselfconfidence is seen as part ofher reason for being unable to

effectively communicate her needs and in turn insists on them being met. Connected to
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Nichola's sense of self is her academic performance, which suffered late last year due to

turmoil and change in the rest of her life. She is bright and still passed all her subjects

but with reduced grades. This did nothing to boost her confidence, so stability is a major

goal in her life. In addition, the CCM felt that Nichola sometimes get depressed,

although the foster parents say that they rarely see this in her.

Target Problems and Goals

Problems with self-esteem, academic performance, depression and violence are

seen in this case as symptoms stemming from the breakdown of the relationship between

Nichola and her mother. Given the target problem as the broken relationship, the goals of

the treatment plan are to improve trust and communication between mother and daughter.

The hypotheses created were: l) Nichola's relationship with her mother will improve; 2)

Nichola will be able to stick to the treatment plan; 3) Nichola's behaviour in the home

will remain stable; and 4) Nichola's self esteem will improve.

Intervention

To achieve the treatment goals the family therapist and Nichola's case manager

developed an action plan that was agreed to by both Nichola and her mother. Nichola

wanted to spend every weekend with her mother. When she is at her mother's home she

was to be allowed to go into town to spend time with friends. On returning, she was to

relate three innocuous things that happened and she must tell her if she saw and spoke to

any of her old füends. In return, Mom was to allow her to date, and display some trust.
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In addition, Nichola agreed to learn to control her anger. To help in this regard she met

on a weekly basis with Angela who was to discuss her issues with her and together they

were to review the treatment goals and methods. The CCM is also in regular contact with

the birth mother and the foster parents. Given that this intervention had already begun

the evaluation was designed to measure the stability of the intervention over a period of

ten weeks.

Measurement Selection

To test the various hypotheses six separate scales were chosen. The Behaviour

Rating Index Scale (BRIC) was chosen to test the hypothesis that Nichola's behaviour in

the foster home would remain stable. The BRIC was to be completed by the foster

parents once a week. To test the hypothesis that over the period of the evaluation

Nichola would feel better about herself in the light of her relationship with her birth

mother, the Hare Home Self Esteem Scale (HHSE) was chosen. As the treatment team

had no concerns around Nichola's relationships with her peers or with her school, the

sections of the scale that dealt in those areas were not included. The treatment team

chose to have the CCM support the child in the collection of this data, as she was more

involved in supporting Nichola through her relationship with her mother than were her

foster parents.

The Self Concept Scale for Children (SCSC) was chosen to test the hypothesis

that Nichola's general selÊconcept would improve over the period of the evaluation.

Despite some concern that the instrument may appear too simplistic for a person in
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Nichola's age group the treatment team were confident that she would not have a

problem with it. Nichola completed this instrument with the support of her foster parents.

The treatment team also wanted to monitor Nichola's subjective feeling state

during the course of the evaluation. The Mood Thermometer (MT) was chosen as it is

designed to do exactly that. The hypothesis was that Nichola's mood states would

improve over the course of the evaluation. Nichola completed the MT at the foster home

with the support of the foster parents.

In order to measure how well the treatment plan was working to improve

Nichola's relationship with her mother the team chose to design an individu alizedscale.

The scale asked the question: Can Nichola's level of trust in, and her ability to

communicate with, her mother, improve in the areas specified by the treatment plan? (see

Appendix L)'' The hypothesis was that, Nichola's behaviour towards her mother would

improve in line with the objectives developed in the treatment plan. Ten behavioural

elements were chosen from the treatment teams experience of the problem. There were

five elements that reflected negative behaviours and five elements that reflected positive

behaviours. The five negative elements were: 1) verbally abusive towards mother; 2)

refusal to tell Mom who where and what information; 3) refusal to do something with

Mom; 4) avoidance of going on family visit; and 5) cutting mother out by denying her the

right to be attend activities that a parent would normally attend. The five positive

elements were: 1) able to problem solve issues outside of Mom's life such as her füends

and school; 2) trust Mom with her money/belongings; 3) respond to suggestions and

follow through with the plan; 4) embrace strategies to stop assaults; and 5) avoid contact
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with inappropriate friends. It would have been possible to put all of the behavioural

elements into positive terms; however, the team felt it was more realistic to include

negative elements to the measure. Also, using the dual focus enabled the measure to be

used in conjunction with the measures used in evaluating the other two cases in this

practicum. This instrument, like all individualized instruments lacks reliability data,

however, it does have face validity as it responds directly and specifically to the

individual problem, being designed to ask questions that relate precisely to the target

problem. The scale was scored separately by both the CCM and the foster parents. The

CCM's information came from her connection to Nichola and to the birth mother. She

had weekly meetings with Nichola wherein they discussed the measure and rated

accordingly. The CCM also spoke to Nichola's birth mother by telephone after each

visit. The foster parents completed the instrument based on information offered in the

informal atmosphere of the foster home.

A crucial element of the evaluation was the treatment plan itself. In order to

measure the effectiveness of treatment planning it was necessary to know whether the

plan was being consistently followed over the course of the evaluation. The treatment

team wanted to be able to adapt the plan to suit the conditions and so a tool was designed

that measured how well Nichola was able to follow the plan. The important variable was

Nichola's willingness to follow the suggestions made to her by the treatment team. This

variable was seen as the key to the success of the plan. In order for Nichola to be able to

follow the plan as outlined by the CCM it would have to remain feasible, that is realistic,

for Nichola. To measure whether this was being achieved the tool was designed in two
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parts. The first was completed by the CCM, and responses were organised as a nine point

Likert scale. The CCM was asked to respond to the following statement: Nichola was

able to follow through with her side of the treatment plan. The points on the Likert scale

werel:Nonotatall,2:notreally,3:muchless,4=notaswell,5:same,6:better,

7 : much better, 8 : completely, 9 = completely plus independent advance. The last

point on the scale was suggested by the CCM as being important as it indicated

movement beyond what was expected. 'Independent advance' meant there was an

indication that Nichola could not only follow the treatment plan but was also finding and

creating ways of improving on it.

The plan was to ask Nichola to respond to ¡wo statements: a) I was able to follow

through with the treatment plan as directed by my case manager; and b) the treatment

plan is realistic and I was able to meet the expectations. Unfortunately an error in the

administration of the evaluation occurred which meant that Nichola did not receive her

part of the tool. So the only data available is from the CCM. This does not mean that

evaluation did not occur along the lines designed; it just meant that it occurred informally

without the aid of an objective tool.
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Data Analysis for Case B

a) Behaviour Rating Index for Children

Table 8: Results from Case B: The BRIC

Note: Range: 0-100. High scores indicate more severe

behavioural problems. Scored by the foster parents

Week
1

2
J

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

7.5
15

t2.5
12.5
t2.5
7.5
5

5

t2.5
t2.5

Visually the data shows that Nichola had virtually no behavioural problems over

the reporting period. The chart (Figure: 12) appears to show a deep trough around weeks

6,7 and 8 but the chart is somewhat deceptive as the y-axis goes only to 15 out of a

possible 100 and this distorts the results. Even so there is no positive or negative trend in

evidence. Statistically, the mean score was 10.25 and the standard deviation was 3.62.

Regression analysis showed that b: - 0.23 andp: .598. This supports the analysis of a

stable trend over the ten-week period. Therefore the hypothesis that Nichola's behaviour

would remain stable over the ten weeks of data collection is supported by the data.

Nichola's behaviour as reported by the foster parents using the BRIC was stable during

the course of the evaluation.
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Figure 12: Results from Case B: The BRIC
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b) Hare Home Self Esteem Scale

Table 9: Results from Case B: The HHSE

Note: Range: 10 to 40. Higher scores indicate higher selÊ

esteem. Scored by child with the ccM as part of the weekly post
visit debriefing.

Visually, the data indicates that Nichola's self esteem, as it related to her

experience of being at her birth mother's home, was both within an average range and

'Week 
Score

1

2
J

4
5

6
7

8

9
0

30
32

30
31

32
32
32
32
JJ

321
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very steady throughout the period of the evaluation (Figure: 13). The trend over the ten

weeks of data collection is stable. Statistically, the mean:31.60 with a standard

deviation of 0.96. The hypothesis that Nichola's self esteem in this realm would improve

over the evaluation period is not supported by the data. The data shows that Nichola's

self esteem was not affected throughout the course of the evaluation and was at an

average level as tested for this standardized measure.

Figure 13: Results from Case B: The HHSE
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c) Self Conceot For Children

Table 10: Results from Case B: The SCSC

Note: Range :22 to 110. Higher scores indicate better self concept
Scored by child at foster parents home.

The scores in Table 10 indicate that throughout the evaluation period Nichola's

self concept was consistently higher than the average recorded for children in the

developmental stage of this instrument. The chart (Figure L4) gives a clear visual picture

of a stable trend. Statistical analysis does not give any more concise information than can

be derived from a visual inspection. The mean over the ten week period: 100.7 with a

standard deviation of 1.76. The hypothesis that Nichola's self concept would improve

over the course of the evaluation is not supported by the data.

W
1

2

J

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

101

101

101

103

101

96
101

101

101

101
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Figure 14: Results from Case B: The SCSC
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d) Mood Thermometer

Table 11: Results from Case B: MT

Note: Range = 0-100. This instrument measures subjective feeling states at any
particular moment. Lower scores indicate better moods. Overall score is an average of
the scores for tension, confusion, fatigue and depression.

Confusion Anger Fatigue Depression Overall

0
20
20
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

enston

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

1

2

J

4
5

6

7

8

9

0

10

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
301
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A visual analysis of all the charts for the MT (Figures: 15 - 20) show that

Nichola's mood remained stable throughout the evaluation period. There was a marked

increase in the category of confusion for the first three weeks. The scores then level off

for the remainder of the study period. When analysing the MT charts visually, it is

important to take into account the possible range of scores. The y-axis indicates a range

of between 0 to 30 and 0 to 40, where the actual range possible is 0 to 10. As lower

scores are more positive, the data supports that Nichola had stable moods during the test

period. However there is an issue of autocorrelation with this data set. The straight lines

indicated in figures 15, 18, and 19 did not compute on Singwin, while figures T6 and20

had autocorrelations of 3.831 with alpha levels of .002. Therefore reading too much into

this data would be a mistake as it highly possible that the scores as given are not

independent.

Figure 15: Results from Case B: MT Tension
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Figure 16: Results from Case B: MT Confusion
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Figure 17: Results from Case B: Anger
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Figure 18: Results from Case B: MT Fatigue
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Figure 20: Results from Case B: MT Overall
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e) Individualized Scale Index Format - Trust and Communication

Table 12: Results from Case B: Trust and Communication

Note: Range :0 - 20. Lower scores indicate fewer problems

Visually, the chart (Figure: 21) shows that the foster parents found that there were

very few problems in the area of trust and communication between Nichola and her birth
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mother over the period evaluated. The CCM found that there was a trend toward fewer

problems over the same period. This trend is supported by the statistical analysis of

regression that calculates a å score of 0.81 wherep = .001'

The absence of a trend and the low mean score observed by the foster parents

corresponded to the foster parent's expectations. They had expected that Nichola would

not choose to verbally share or otherwise offer information pertaining to her visits with

them. So in essence it was felt by the treatment team that the scores reported by the

foster parents were invalid as they reflected not what happened but what Nichola wanted

her foster parents to believe. The CCM felt that the information she collected from

Nichola was more reliable as Nichola's mother backed it up. The foster parents also

stressed that they had given their scores more from a position if having no evidence

rather than from a position of being given information that contradicts data collected by

the CCM.

Figure 21: Results from Case B: Trust and Communication
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g Individualized Scale Likert Format - Acceptance and Adherence to Treatment Plan

Table 13: Results from case B: Acceptance and Adherence to Treatment Plan

Note: Range: 1 to 9. Higher scores indicate a greater acceptance of

and adherence to the treatment plan. Scored by CCM

The chart (Figure: 22) includes almost the whole range of possible scores so gives

an accurate representation of the data. Visual inspection suggests that Nichola's

adherence to the treatment plan was variable. Statistical analysis helps to define the data.

The mean score is 3.2 but the variance is higher at 4.84. There is no trend in evidence.

Regression analysis shows that b = .33 where p: .188. While the å shows a slight

positive trend this is not statistically significant'

Score
1

3

J

I
I
5

5

5

7

1

Week
1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Figure 22: Results from Case B: Acceptance and Adherence to Treatment Plan
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Case B: Analvtical Summarv

All the standardized measures used in this evaluation indicate strongly that

Nichola was emotionally and behaviourally stable throughout the 1O-week evaluation

period. The individualized scale measuring Nichola's adherence to and acceptance of the

treatment plan suggest a slight improvement over the ten weeks, while the individualized

scale measuring change in her ability to trust and communicate with her birth mother

indicated a marked improvement. This was supported by statistical analysis and was also

backed up by anecdotal evidence from the birth mother. In addition, the scores produced

by the foster parents using the same tool did not contradict the results produced by the

CCM.
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Design for Case C

This case consisted of a foster family (the Hiams), one 11-year-old foster child

(Becþ) and one l2-year-old foster chlld (Lizzy). The Clinical Case Manager (CCM) has

been given the pseudonym 'Dave'. The foster family had ¡¡¡o of their own children

living with them at the time of the evaluation.

Presentine Issues

Lizzy and Becky are siblings. They have lived with the Hiam family for 2 years.

Both girls have been diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and there were

various presenting issues. In the case of Lizzy a current issue was her eating habits, her

foster parents were concerned with the little amount she ate and had tried many strategies

to help and encourage her to eat healthier food. Lizzy frequently complained of

stomachache and while medical opinion had been and was continuing to be sought there

was still a feeling thatLizzy may have been manipulating them. In Becky's case the

foster parents were concerned about inappropriate sexual behaviour. The foster parents

wanted to start talking about the issue more, to demystify the topic of sex and sexuality in

an attempt to reduce the giggling and giddiness that Becky displayed around the issue of

sexuality. Also, sibling rivalry was a big issue. Becky was more outgoing thanLizzy

and there was jealousy between the the two of these siblings. Lizzy was adept at

emotional manipulation of Becky and there were frequent upsets and arguments. Both

girls struggled at school. Their behaviour was good but academics were difficult and

they both exhibited low levels of self-esteem.
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The foster parents were interested in examining their own perceptions of the girls'

behaviour. They felt that sometimes they interact differently with the girls during

stressful times. They felt a certain amount of ambiguity about both girls' behaviour,

being not certain whether what they were dealing with was perfectly normal or actually

quite abnormal.

Tarset Problems and Goals

In the end the treatment team decided to take a general look at the girl's

interaction with and feelings towards each other, to examine their self esteem issues and

observe behaviour. The team decided to also try and collect baseline data around

Becky's inappropriate sexual behaviour and follow through with an intervention

involving the introduction to the home of age appropriate reading material on the subject

of sex and sexuality.

Intervention

There was one specific intervention planned; this was to engage Becky in

conversation around sex and sexuality by providing age appropriate reading material in

the home. Otherwise the treatment team wanted to have an objective look at the sibling

rivalry issues. They were interested in the girls' perceptions of the problems in contrast

to their own. As well they wanted to know more about both girl's levels of self-esteem

and how they compared to the general population. The foster parents were also interested
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in objectively observing behaviour. They felt this might address some of the ambiguity

they felt about their own response to the behaviour of both girls.

Measurement Selection

To operationalize the problem of sibling rivaþ the treatment team used two

measures. The first was the Index of Sister Relations (ISR), produced by the Walmyr

Publislring Co. (see Appendix I). Becky and.Lizzy completed the scale on a weekly

basis. This was done apart from each other and with the support of the foster parents.

To support this measure the treatment team also designed an individualized index

style measure, which was called Index Format sibling Rivalry (Appendix N).

The foster parents chose five negative behaviours and five positive behaviours to observe

and record. Each item on the index was specific to behaviours they were currently

experiencing as problems. The five negative behaviours were: 1) fighting over an object.

e.g. a pencil; 2) escalating a situation; 3) loud and intrusive arguing; 4) loud behaviour in

public places, such as arguing; and 5) blaming behaviour. The five positive behaviours

were: 1) workout how to solve a problem among themselves ;2) backdown from an

argument or a situation that might cause conflict; 3) discuss ideas quietly; 4) behave

appropriately in public; and 5) accept responsibility. This scale was designed for the

foster parents to score weekly. Therefore there were three measured perspectives on the

issue of sibling rivalry. A fourth perspective came from anecdotal observations recorded

in case notes completed by the CCM. The hypothesis connected to this target problem

was that there would be no significant change in the number or severity of problems the
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siblings experienced in their relationship with each other over the evaluation period. The

treatment team felt it possible thatLizzy would likely experience more problems than

Becky. Scores for the ISR were expected to be around 30. This is on the borderline of

the clinical range.

The Self Concept Scale for Children (SCSC) was chosen to test the hypothesis

thatLizzy and Becky's general self-concept would improve over the period of the

evaluation. Lizzy and Becky completed this instrument with the support of their foster

parents.

The Behaviour Rating Index Scale (BzuC) was chosen to test the hypothesis that

Lizzy and Becþ's behaviour in the foster home would remain stable throughout the

evaluation. The BRIC was to be completed once weekly by the foster parents.

The Mood Thermometer (MT) was chosen to monitor Lizzy and Becky's

subjective feeling state over the evaluation period. The hypothesis was thatLizzy and

Becky,s mood states would improve over the course of the evaluation. Lízzy and Becky

completed the MT at the foster home with the support of the foster parents.

In addressing the problem of inappropriate sexual attitudes, the treatment team

felt it would be possible to measure the change in Becky's attitude toward the subject of

sexuality when discussed at home. Two statements were developed' The first was:

.Becky was able to discuss the issues presented without embarrassment.' This statement

addressed Becky's comfort with talking about sexual issues with her foster parents. The

second statement was: 'Becky can recall what was discussed last week.' This statement

was designed to enable the foster parents to track the effectiveness of the material
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presented and the interaction that ensued. The hypothesis in this instance was that Becky

would be more able to discuss sexual issues without avoidance after the intervention than

before it. A nine point Likert scale was used to record responses where 1 = really well, 3

: well, 5 : a little, 7 =barely, and 9: not at all'

Data Analysis for Case C

a) Index of Sister Relations

Table 14: Results from Case C: The ISR

ISR ISR

Week Score
'Week 

Score

1

1

2

J

4
5

6

7

8

9

0

39.33
42
50
48.66
48.7
49.3

38.7
64
56.35

48.7 1

1

2
J

4
5

6

7

8

9

0

28.66
10.66
28

8

19.33
27.33
20
22
2r.665
2t.33

Note: Range:0-100. Scores under 30

indicate an absence of a clinically
significant problem. Scores over 30
indicate the presence of a clinically
significant problem and scores over 70
indicate the presence of severe stress with
a clear possibility that some type of
violence could be considered or used to
deal with problems (Hudson, 1992).
There was no data for week 9 the score
indicated is the median of weeks 8 and

10. Scored by Children.

Visual analysis of the scores in Table 14 and of Figure 23 reveal that Becþ's

scores are lower thanLizzy's. There is no positive or negative trend in either case so an

examination of the mean is relevant. The mean score for Lizzy was 48.47 while the mean

score for Becky was 20.7 . Lizzy's score is 18.47 points above the cut off point at which

a clinically significant problem is indicated. Becþ's score is 9.3 points below that point.

The hypothesis was that there would be no significant change in the relationship over the
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period of the evaluation. This hypothesis was supported, as the scores remained stable

for both girls. The data showed that Lizzy had more problems with the relationship than

Becky. The treatment team expected this but the size of the difference was a surprise.

Figure 23: Results from Case C: ISR
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b) Individualized Scale Index Format - Sibling Rivalrv

Table 15: Results from Case C: Sibling Rivalry

Range :0 to 20. Lower scores indicate fewer problems. Scored by
child.

Week
1

2
J

4
5

6
7

8

9
0

Score
10

l0
13

9

11

t7
11

10
8

11I
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The second tool used to measure sibling rivalry was designed to have a high

degree of face validity in that it asked questions that were specific to the parent's

experience of the relationship between the two sisters. It could not speak to the question

of which child felt more or less negatively affected by the sibling relationship. It can

however examine the hypothesis that there would be no signifìcant change in the number

or severity of problems the siblings experienced in their relationship with each other over

the period of the evaluation. As expected there is no discernible trend in any direction

Figure: 24);these scores indicate no significant changes in relationship problems

throughout the evaluation period. The mean score over the ten-week period was 11.

Figure 24: Results from Case C: Sibling Rivaþ
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c) Self Concept Scale For Children

Table 16: Results from Case C: The SCSC

Note: Range :22 to 1 10. Higher scores reflect higher

selÊconcept. The mean score in the testing phase of

the instrument was 86.75. In the evaluation there was

no data for week 9; thus the score indicated is the

median of weeks 8 and 10.

Both sets of scores for this measure indicate the absence of a trend in either

direction. Therefore the hypothesis that self concept would improve over the evaluation

period is not supported. The mean score for Lizzy over the ten-week period was 74.8 and

for Becky the average score was 65.5. Both means are below the average of scores

recorded during the development of the instrument.

Figure 25: Results from Case C: The SCSC
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d) Behaviour Rating Index for Children

Table 17: Results from Case C: The BRIC

Lizzy
week 1-5

Week Score
1 47.5
230
345
430
s 32.5

Becky
week 6-10

Week Score

1

6
7

8

9
0

45
45

35
35
32.5

Note: Range:0 to 100. High scores indicate more

severe behavioural problems. Scored by foster parents

The original intent of the design was for the parents to score the BRIC separately

for each girl for ten weeks. An error of administration led to the foster parents scoring

Lizzy for the first five weeks and Becky for the second five weeks. This makes it

virtually impossible to use the data to answer the hypothesis that their behaviour would

remain stable. The scores for the BRIC (Table: 17) were low for each girl but over just

five weeks there is not enough data from which to draw any conclusions.

Figure 26: Result from Case C: The BRIC
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e) Mood Thermometer

Table 18: Results from Case C: MT -Lizzy

Table 19: Results from Case C: MT - Becky

Week Tension Confusion Anger Fatigue Depression Overall

1

2
ô
J

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

70
70
40
20
40
40
80
70
70
70

10

60
40

100
40

0
70
60
65
70

2

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

60
100
80
40
70
40
40
40
40
40

100
60
20

100
100
20
20
20
20
20

60
72.5
45
65

62.5
25

52.5
47.5
48.75
50

Note: Range: 0 to 100. This instrument measures subjective feeling states at any
particular moment. Lower scores indicate better moods. There was no data for week 9;
thus the score indicated is the median of weeks 8 and 10.

Visually the Mood Thermometers seem to be presenting some very interesting

data (Figures 27 - 32). With the exception of Becky's anger scores there is a lot of

Week Tension Confusion Anger Fatigue Depression Overall

I
2
J

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

40
60
70
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

30
40
10

40
30
30
10

30
30
30

20
60
t0
60
30
30
30
40
35

30

40
60
40
70
40
30
30
30
30
30

40
100
100
100
30
30
50
30
30
30

37.5
65
55
62.5
35
32.5
32.s
32.5
32.s
32.5
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variation in the scoring. This may suggest that the girls responded well to the instrument

and that it captured the variation sin their mood quite well. One way to check this

suggestion is to compare the data to other information such as case notes. When the

scores were compared to anecdotal evidence from the written case notes it was not

possible to connect mood swings to events. The case notes highlighted the main issues

but they did not give a general reflection of how the week had been for each girl. When

the foster parents saw the graphs they thought that the peaks and troughs shown were a

good reflection of the "moodiness" of the girls. For example, they agreed that Becky

exhibited much less anger thanLizzy. They indicated that Lizzy let it all out while

Becky bottled her emotions and occasionally flared. ThatLizzy's mood was better than

Becky's overall was also not a surprise as they felt that Lizzy's superior ability to deal

with her feelings generally improved her mood. Regression analysis was n¡n for the

overall mood of each girl, as a trend towards improved mood seemed to be visually

apparent. For Becky the å score was -1.93 wherep : 0.196, while Lizzy's å score was -

2.89 where p:0.039. This tells us that the trend seen in Becky's case, while certainly

apparent, may have occurred by chance alone, but the trend noted inLizzy's case is

stati stically significant.

Autocorrelation was calculated to test the MT results for evidence of serial

dependency. InLizzy's case the test showed that the data was autocorrelated for

confusion, anger, depression and in the overall score. In Becky's case the test suggested

that the data was autocorrelated for just tension and fatigue. Given thatLizzy's overall

score appeared to have a statistically significant trend, the test for autocorrelation may not
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be appropriate. However,Lizzy's confusion score for example does not display a trend

and does appear to be autocorrelated.

The hypothesis that mood would improve over the course of the evaluation period

is supportedinLizzy's case but not in Becky's. However this result is mitigated by the

possibility that the scores for the MT in Lizzy's case were not independent.

In terms of clinical usefulness the mood thermometers gave the foster parents an

interesting glimpse into the lives of their foster children. They were careful not to read

too much into them understanding that they were highly subjective tests; however, they

were interested to note certain results, such as the scores for depression, that were in the

100 range for 3 weeks inLizzy's case and for one week in Becky's case. These were

surprising scores for the foster parents as they had not thought that the girls were feeling

so depressed.

Figure 27: Results from Case C: MT Tension
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Figure 28: Results from Case C: MT Confusion
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Figure 29: Results from Case C: MT Anger
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Figure 30: Results from Case C: MT Fatigue
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Figure 31: Results from Case C: MT Depression
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Figure 32: Results from Case C: MT Overall
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Case C: Analytical Summarv

The single individualized scale that was used in Case C indicated that, as

expected, the level of rivalry between the siblings did not change. This finding was

supported by the standardized scale Index of Sister Relations (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000)

that the girls completed. The surprise in this instance was that the difference between the

sister's scores was so large. The fact that both girls reported lower than average scores

on the standardized Self Concept Scalefor Children was important information, as was

the findings of the Mood Thermometer, whích reflected some unexpected extremes of

mood. The information from the BRIC was of little value as it was scored incorrectly.
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Summary of Measurement Methods

Of the eighteen measures designed for the participants in all three evaluations,

four were not successfully completed due to administrative or other errors; two were

completed but were considered upon analysis to have produced invalid data and the

remaining twelve produced datathathad some analytical merit or purpose. Of the

standardized measures, the BRIC was used in all three evaluations but was useful in only

one case. In the other two cases the measure was incorrectly completed. The Mood

Thermometer was also used in all three cases. When used with the two pre-teen

participants it provided very interesting information that was then difficult to analyse as

much of it tested as being autocorrelated. The MT could not provide any useful data

when used by the teenage participants. The frequent straight lines that were produced by

the teenagers using the MT instrument could not be tested for auotcorrelation using the

Singwin program as without variation in observation points the program was unable to

make any calculations. Three children completed the Self Concept Scalefor Children

across two evaluations. It provided useful data in each case. The Hare Home Self

Esteem Scale as utilised in one case and also proved useful. The Index of Sister Relations

as used in one case, was completed by both sisters and gave excellent information.

It should be noted that as this practicum was an exploration of case level methods

in the evaluation of TFC, it is to be expected that the measures used would not be ideal.

Not all the standardized measures used were as valid as they could have been under more

rigorous research conditions. The standar dized,measures were chosen in part because

they represented instruments that would be easy to use in the field. They were matched
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as well as possible to the particular cases. Future practitioners may find that using

standardized measures is not feasible because of the inherent difficulty in finding valid

instruments that participants will be willing to use.

Overall the Individualized measures provided more interesting data than the

standardized measures. Administrative errors occurred in two of the individualized tools;

six others were successfully completed. These measures were found to be useful in

adding strength to the findings of the standardized tests, reflecting the perceptions of the

foster parents, focussing treatment strategies and guiding foster parent observation.

The reason that data from the individualized scales was more interesting was

because the participants felt that the information was more relevant to their particular

case. In Case A, both individualized measures used provided data that strongly reflected

the perceived experience of both the foster parents and the CCM. In Case B, the

individualized index format was a primary treatment tool that spoke directly to the

participant's individual issues and effectively drove the therapeutic process. It was a

powerful tool because the statements the participant was asked to respond to were custom

made and so were directly relevant. In Case C, the index format used measured issues of

sibling rivalry in a way that a standardized measure could not. It supported the data

collected with the ISR by focussing on previously observed problems and established

goals and objectives.
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Chapter 5

Post-Evaluation Interviews with Participants

The first section of this chapter provides a review of the information gathered

during a semi-structured interview format. General questions (see Appendix P) were

asked of each participant leaving ample room for clarification, elaboration and

digression. There is a brief description of each question followed by a summary of the

responses given by the participant groups. There are three distinct respondent groups.

The first is the clinical case managers (CCMs); and the second is the treatment foster

parents. The individual results from the program coordinator is presented as a third

category.

The second section of this chapter is an analysis of the information gathered

from the interviews; the shengths and weakness of case level evaluation as

experienced by RSFC is the particular focus of this analysis.

Clinical Case Managers

The participants were asked to tell the interviewer about their experience of

being involved in the study. The question was intended to relax the CCMs and to

give them the chance to respond generally to their experience of being involved in the

evaluation. However it was not effective and all the respondents found it too general

to be able to respond to as an introductory question.
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Workload

The second question the participants were asked was much better as an

introduction as it was focussed on a narrow aspect of the evaluation. It asked the

participants if they were able to complete the evaluation within the time frame and

whether participating added to their workload.

The CCMs for Cases A and C both reported no addition to their workload and

no problems completing within the time frame were mentioned. The CCM for Case B

did not feel that it added to her workload, but mentioned that having to remember to

fill out the forms was stressful. She added that completing the evaluation within the

time frame was difficult as she chose to evaluate only when the treatment event

occurred. In the event, while there are ten weeks of data represented in the evaluation

results, that data was collected over a period of l4 weeks.

Data

The participants were asked about the data collected and the results of the

analyses of that data. They were asked whether the results of the evaluation were

conclusive, what the data should be used for, and whether there was any purpose

beyond purely decision making.

In Case A, the CCM reported that she thought the results were able to confirm

their perceptions and there were no surprises. She talked about the MT and how

Rachel had presented a happy front. This was not unexpected by the CCM as this was

very much the way she saw Rachel operating. Other tests completed by the foster

parents showed a different picture, as did anecdotal file information. The CCMs for

both Case B and C reported that the scales they had used did not provide data that was
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able to conclusively alter or consolidate their opinions about the treatment methods

they were using.

With respect to how the data should be used the CCM for Case A said that the

data could be used to teach children and foster parents about what was going on for

them at the time, to do treatment planning and to teach other CCMs about the

problems faced in the program. Beyond clinical decision-making she felt that case

level evaluation was another tool in the box to be used as part of treatment. The CCM

for Case B also felt that the data could be used in the treatment setting to "move stuck

cases."

In Case C, the CCM thought that the data could be used to tinke¡ with the

treatment plan, to aid in the creation of programs by identi$,ing specific needs and to

offer to other professionals as evidence of a pattem of behaviour. Beyond the ability

to use information for clinical decision making however, he could not see any other

purpose.

Process

The participants were asked to comment on both the overall usefulness of the

process of the evaluation and whether or not they were able to make confident

decisions based on the results.

The CCMs for Cases A and B found that the process was useful. In Case A,

the CCM said "the process was useful for fthe foster parents] to really just concretely

look at certain areas of he¡ behaviour." She wasn't sure how useful it was for the

participating child as she noted that there is "probably a lot of risk to validity of that

instrument" [the MT]. The CCM for Case B answered the first part of the question
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with a simple "Yes", however in the rest of the interview she referred to the process

constantly. For her, the process of completing the forms for Nichola was central to

the treatment. Doing the evaluation drove the case forward very effectively and gave

the CCM away to engage the child that would not otherwise have been possible. She

said: "I think what this tool created was an opporfunity for her to develop a level of

trust with another adult, which happened to be me, so that she could disclose some

prefty serious things." The CCM for Case B was "frustrated by her [Nichola's]

inability to follow through -- but it always gave us impetus to talk about why she

couldn't which I think evolved into heatment." She reported that the results

"solidified [the team's] opinion that [Nichola] was struggling with a ton of issues----

made us focus our treatment." So although she could not use the results to make

confident decisions, she was able to "use the tool as a means of moving [Nichola]

forward." The CCM for Case C was much less involved in the evaluation process and

not able to provide an answer.

Methods

The participants were asked if they felt the methods used in the evaluation

were helpful in their practice and which stages of the process were the most helpful.

Each CCM had a different answer to this question. In Case A, the CCM felt that the

process of collecting the data, which required foster parents to focus primarily on

positive behaviour, was helpful to the team as it was a relief to focus on what was

going right for her when so much was going wrong. She also said that it was "a good

start in the process of looking at a multi-layered issued kid." However she also said

that it was just a start and not all they wanted.
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The CCM in Case B also pointed to the process of collecting the data as being

the most useful in her practice. For her the evaluation was a clinical tool in itself that

enabled her to considerably advance the treatment goals for the case.

The CCM for Case C felt that anything was helpful. He felt that analysing the

data after the evaluation period was the most interesting as they were able to discuss

the findings together. However he also said that it "is important for foster parents to

be able to say it on their own and sometimes being objective doesn't give you the

whole picture." By this he meant that objective exercises such as measuring

behaviour on a scale cannot replace the practice of openly talking through issues.

The participants were asked whether the method was difficult to apply or not.

In Case A and B, the participating CCMs stated that it was "very straightforward" and

"not complicated at all". The CCM for Case C found it to be relatively

straightforward, but noted there were a lot of forms over a long time for the foste¡

parents. Interestingly the foster parents in Case C reported that they had no trouble

with the amount of work that was required of them in completing the scales.

The CCMs were asked whether they would use the method again and if so

what would they do differently. Both CCMs for Cases A and B said they would use it

again. The CCM for Case A said "if I can find a methodology that works with a

certain behaviour or problem with a kid and learn from that and share that with other

people who are experiencing the same difficulty, that's good information." She also

felt that it was essential to take a look to see "if what we are doing is working

otherwise we are just sort of dancing in the dark."

The CCM for Case B saw huge improvements in the way Nichola and her

motherielated. Therefore she saw the tool as "really useful." Case C's CCM felt that
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it would be useful to get an idea of where children were at times of change such as at

the introduction of family visits. As for doing things differently, the CCM for Case A

thought that it would be hard to find an instrument to measure a child as complex as

Rachel. She wasn't sure if it would be possible to create a different design or

implement the evaluation in way that would produce more definitive results. Case

B's CCM said she would be more consistent in her recording. She also thought that

she would challenge herself around involving the birth mother more in the process.

When asked about the benefits of the methods used, the CCM for Case A

spoke in general terms of the benefits to treatment planning, learning and evaluation.

In Case B, the CCM spoke specifically with reference to her experience of using the

method to make a treatment breakthrough in terms of her client's abilify to engage

therapeutically with her. The CCM for Case C said that the benefit was in getting a

regular snapshot to assist in knowing where the children are. He thought that it might

also be possible to establish patterns over time.

The only drawback to the method that was discussed was the extra work the

evaluation created for the foster parents. However, this was reportedly less of an

issue for the foster parents themselves.

Measurement

One set of questions asked was designed to probe further into the

measurement stage of the evaluation process. There were common elements to all

three cases so it was of interest to discover if there were common experiences. Of

interest was which of the tools used in each design were the easiest to use, which were
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most useful for decision-making and how cumbersome or difficult it was to collect the

data.

There was no common thread in the responses from the participating CCMs.

The CCM for Case A reported that Rachel had found the Mood Thermometer easy

and had enjoyed doing it, at least up until the point that she appeared to start to feel

bad. The CCM also reported that the Individualized Index scale that attempted to

measure Rachel's connectedness to her foster family was the most useful as it really

leant a lot of weight to the way both the CCM and the foster parents were feeling

about the case, The CCM for Case B named the Individualized Likert scale as the

easiest to use. At other points in the interview she talked at length about how useful

the Individualized Index scale was in moving the treatment process forward. The

CCM was not involved in the collection of data for Case C so the questions were not

relevant. He conceded that collecting the data was indeed easy for him. CCMs for

Case A and B also agreed that collecting the data was not cumbersome.

Defining the Program

The CCMs were asked whether the process involved in choosing interventions

and designing ways to evaluate them, helped to define more precisely what it is that

TFC has to offer children in the program.

The CCM for Case A said "absolutely because I think that you will find you

should be able to extrapolate from the data some techniques or program interventions

that work or don't. That should be good information for this plogram -- we probably

need to do more case level evaluation." In Case B, the CCM said that the process of

evaluation "helps hanslate theory into practice"; she went on to say that "if we are not
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laying it out for foster parents in a collegial way how do they know what it is that we

are doing." She said: "one of the mistakes that we make in clinical treatment is that

we are not being clear enough in what the process is." She also agreed with the

theoretical premise brought forward by the interviewer that the process sets down in

detail what it is that a program does in terms of treatment. The CCM for Case C was

more reserved in his response. He felt that as in any form of study there is always

something that can be derived and learned. "There might be some kind of benefit,

you might catch something that you might not have at one point." However, he did

think that it could help to define a program so long as there were other considerations

taken into account.

Institutional Environment

The CCMs were asked whether they experienced any opposition to the method

from within the institutional environment, how supportive the foster parents were of

the method, and what impact the method of evaluation had on their relationships with

the foster parents.

The ccM for case A experienced no opposition from anyone in the

institutional environment. She reported that the foster parents were very supportive of

the method and had done a good job. She also felt that in her relationship with the

foster parent group the method had "focussed" them. In Case B, the CCM reported

that the only opposition was from the child participant, Nichola, who "was not thrilled

with the idea," and was "disgruntled by the process of filling out forms.', The ccM

reported the foster parent as being very supportive as was the birth mother who had

been initially interested but had not referred to it again. The CCM for Case B felt that
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there had been no change in her relationship with the foster parents which she

described as being 9 years in duration, collegial and with an established rhythm. For

this CCM the biggest relationship change was between herself and Nichola. She said

they went from a non-communicative relationship to a relationship in which the client

was able to talk of hopes and dreams, make disclosures and vent frustrations in

appropriate ways. "She moved a long way in terms of trusting me with information

that she hadn't shared before."

The CCM for Case C did not meet with any opposition to using the method.

He also found the foster parents to be supportive and did not report a change in their

relationship.

Case Level Evaluation vs. Program Level Evaluation

The CCMs were asked whether they considered case level evaluation to be a

useful tool for the agency and whether they would recommend the method over, or in

addition to, broader program level evaluation. They were also asked whether they felt

case level evaluation had a limited application.

In Case A, the CCM felt that case level evaluation was "critical for clinical

case management and both kind of evaluations have their place. But if you don't do

case level evaluation you can just keep blindly going forward without focussing."

She felt that there were limitations to the method. She felt these included ethical

limits and that designs would have to be individualized to fit with the philosophy that

there "are no cookie cutter anSwers." However she said that the method has the

ability to "teach us a lot." The CCM for Case B said that she would recommend case

level methods to a CCM whenever they felt stuck in a case. She reported that it "pulls
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everybody into concert." By this she meant that the process of evaluation organized

the treatment team enabling shared goals to be established and worked towards at the

same speed. She could not give a definitive answer to the second part of the question

but was willing to entertain the idea that case level evaluation could possibly replace

program level evaluation if fully implemented. When asked about the limitations of

case level evaluation she said that she found it "hard to imagine using the method

across the whole program."

The CCM for Case C thought that although case level evaluation had a limited

application it was a "useful tool," while it might not be able to be used generally it

provided specific guidance that could be used as a starting point or as a way to

"tinker" with a program.

Treatment Foster Parents

Wo¡kload

The foster parents were asked to describe their role in the evaluation process.

They were asked whether or not they were involved in collecting data and how

cumbersome that process was.

The foster parents in Case A were given the task of filling out three separate

forms. Their foster daughter completed one form. They reported that the data

collection process took half an hour per week. They described this as "extra

paperwork." They found that as their daughter was very inconsistent; it was hard to

pick points on a scale or select weekly indicators as her behaviour and attitudes varied

tremendously. "We had to average it always because she was so far up and down the

scale --- she would bounce around so much in there we would be totally confused and
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frazzledby the time we finished figuring it out." They were asked if they would have

been prepared to do the evaluating daily to address that issue but they replied "not at

all.

The foster parents in Case B reported that once they sat down to fill out the

forms ,.there wasn't much to it." Their foster daughter attempted to avoid the task by

feigning tiredness or coming home later than usual. They filled out two forms once a

week and their daughter filled out two forms with them and one with her CCM'

In Case C, the foster parents reported that fulfilling their commitment "\¡/asn't

a problem - it didn't take very much time at all." They had to help their two foster

daughters fill out the forms, as they were much younger than the two other

participating foster children.

Personal ImPact

The foster parents were asked whether the process of measuring changed

things in their home and if so how. The foster parents in Case A did not feel that

there was any change at all. They felt that their daughter had not completed her form

honestly. They did not believe that she filled out the forms accurately.

In Case B, the foster parents reported that there was a change for them. They

said that having the questions to answer on the forms gave them specific things to

look for that they would not otherwise have considered. This, in turn, meant that it

"was always in the back of your mind, how can I fix it?"

The foster parents in Case C reported that collecting the data had no impact on

the way they related to their foster daughters or to any of the routines of the home.

However they did find that the process made them "think more about acknowledging
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the good things instead of noticing the bad things as much." They also thought that as

a result of completing the sibling relationship scales Becky became more appreciative

of her older sister.

The foster parents were also asked about their thoughts and feelings on having

their interventions evaluated in this way. There was no opposition to the concept of

case level evaluation in from any of the foster parents. The foster parents in Case A

said that it might be better in some situations than others. In their case they felt that it

had not been very useful. In Case B, the foster parents reported a similar sentiment in

that they thought it would not be appropriate in every case, but in their situation it had

been a "big help." The foster parents in Case C simply thought it was "a good idea."

More specifically, the foster parents were asked whether the process had been

helpful and which parts were the most helpful. Then they were asked if they thought

the process had helped their children and whether there was any impact on any other

children in the home.

In Case A, the foster parents thought that there was too much going on for

their foster daughter. Her issues were too complex and her behaviour and attitudes

too inconsistent to be able to measure effectively.

The foster parents in Case B thought that the process had helped their foster

daughter. They said the other three foster children in their home did not notice it was

happening.

In Case C, the foster parents thought that the evaluation was an interesting

exercise. They suggested that it would be interesting to do on an annual basis to

assess change over a longer period of time. They thought that analysing the data was

helpful ãi it was sometimes "very enlightening." They felt that the process of
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collecting the data had made them more mindful of issues their foster daughters face

and had opened up avenues of inquiry they had not previously considered. The Case

C foster parent said that there had been no impact on the other children in the home.

For example their birth daughter said that she had not felt left out.

With regard to the institutional environment, the foster parents were asked

whether they felt any constraints coming from other parts of the program, whether

case level evaluation was something that RSFC should pursue either in place of or in

conjunction with program level evaluation, and whether they felt as foster parents that

the experience had given them a different understanding of what it is they do for the

foster children in their home.

All three sets of foster parents reported that they did not feel any constraints at

any stage during the process of the evaluation. They all felt that case level evaluation

was a good thing for RSFC to be doing but did not feel it could completely replace

program level evaluation. The foster parents in Case A thought that.they had not

gained any insight into their foster daughter through participating in the evaluation.

However they added that they could see how it would work better in different cases.

In Case B, the foster parents felt that the evaluation process had given them a

set of tools enabling them to ask questions and make observations that they would not

otherwise have considered.

The foster parents in Case C felt that the experience had given them a better

understanding of what they do as foster parents for their foster children. The foster

mother said that it made her realise how much she set the tone in the home. She also

commented that the process made her realise all the different facets of a person that

are not necessarily revealed in day-to-day living. When the data was analysed it
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became evident that they had given values to certain issues that were different than

their foster children. They said that it was possible that they were often wrong in their

assumptions about what incidents may either negatively or positively affect them or

their children.

When asked if they would want to be involved in a case level evaluation

process again, all of the foster parents said that they would, although the foster parents

in Case A said they would choose a different child on which to focus. The foster

parents in Case C thought they might try case level evaluation for themselves just to

help maintain their sense of purpose. They felt a more objective approach could help

to avoid feeling that nothing is working. It would also enable them to step outside of

their daily reality and be like an outside observer visiting after an extended absence.

Program Coordinator

The purpose behind interviewing the Program Coordinator of RSFC was, on

one level, to gain an insight into the experience of the program as a whole to the

process of case level evaluation. On another level the purpose was to explore the

future possibilities for case level methods of evaluation for TFC.

Benefits to Prosram

The program coordinator was first asked to describe the role she played in the

process of developing interventions and designing evaluative methods. She was then

asked what benefits she saw in using case level evaluation now that some parts of the

program had experienced it.
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In response to the first question, she said that she had assisted in determining

the participants for the practicum and had helped to identifu some of the issues that

might be examined. To the second question she said that she thought that "there was

more than one benefit to case level evaluation; first of all it is a really useful way to

validate what foster parents are doing and what clinical case managers are doing in

terms of clinical interventions, .. secondly, fin Case B] this was a powerful tool in

order to drive the therapeutic process." The only drawback to the method was that it

required someone to "drive the process". The program coordinator said that the

program had been involved in evaluative methods in the past and had used file

reviews, and a selection of stand ardized tests to measure program effectiveness.

Although she had produced data for two years, the psychologist responsible for the

assessment had not given her any feedback.

when asked about feedback from participants, the program coordinator

reported that two of the CCMs were quite excited by the results. She had not had any

feedback from the third CCM. In general she felt that "people were excited to see that

their work was being validated and that they were on the right track in terms of

examining the clinical issues."

Use of Data

The next group of questions dealt specifically with the data and asked firstly,

whether any of the information gathered could be used for evaluative purposes at a

program level? A second question asked about the usefi¡lness ofthe data to the

program and a third asked about how the data might otherwise be utilised?
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The program coordinator said that the data from these three cases could not be

taken and used to evaluate the program as a whole, however she felt that the data was

useful to the program in a variety of ways. one of these ways was that it served to

demonstrate to foster parents that "you can take tools like this and use them to drive

processes that are effective." Also she thought that the results should be put on the

children's file, that the data should be shared with senior staff at New Directions and

discussed as a staff group with a view to putting more case level evaluations into

practice. In a separate conversation the program coordinator also stated that given

that this is a hrst attempt at this form of evaluation the data produced is quite

impressive. she compared it to previous attempts at data collection in the past that

yielded no results at all.

Support for Methods

Theprogramcoordinatorwasaskedwhethershefeltthefosterparentsand

case managets were in support of the methods used, whether there was any opposition

felt and what impact there may have been on her relationship with either the foster

parent group or the CCMs.

In general she found that the foster parents and case managers were supportive

but with reference to some of the errors in completing some scales she thought they

wefe ,.absent minded." The only opposition she experienced came from the teenage

girls who had difficult¡r "when they had to do an introspective look at themselves'"

Inresponsetothelastquestioninthissetshethoughtthatthemethodsused

servedto..createamoresophisticatedapproachtoourprogramthatvalidatesthe

workthatpeoplearedoingsothattheyrealisethatasaprogramweareabletouse
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professional and clinical methods". The program coordinator also said that "parents

look at this and see that all the pieces that are attached to a professional approach

come with this kind of work and as a result the foster parents see themselves as

glowlng.

Case Level Evaluation vs. Program Level Evaluation

The program coordinator was asked whether she considered case level

evaluation to be a useful tool for RSFC and whether she would recommend the

methods over or in addition to broader program level evaluation. Secondly, she was

asked to comment on the limitations to case level evaluation and thirdly she was

asked whether she saw any purpose for case level evaluation beyond purely clinical

decision making. Finally she was asked whether the information collected could help

to define the program.

In response to these questions the program coordinator felt that she would

absolutely recommend using case level evaluation over program level evaluations as

she felt that the methods used had more power to move clinical practice forward while

still producing data that could define what was happening in the program and

objectively evaluate treatment methodology. Rather than being limited she thought

that the "scope was huge". She felt that if the process of case level evaluation ever

became an expectation the associated problems such as the time consuming nature of

the data collection would cease to be obstacles.

,,
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Analysis

The post-evaluation interviews were designed to address the four research

questions set out at the beginning of this report. The first question was concerned

with the effectiveness of the data that was produced; in particular there was a concern

about validity and reliability in the measurement of treatment outcomes. The general

response of the participants was that the data could not be used as conclusive evidence

of either change or stabilify on its own. However it was interesting that the program

coordinator had a more positive view of the data and the possibilities for it. She

considered the results to be very valuable as they showed that it was possible to

produce good data even on the first attempt of a new method. The majority of the

participants found that the results of their evaluation were interesting and informative.

They reported that the data offered insight and also validated what they already knew.

The second research question asked whether a case level approach could fill

the need for descriptive information that qualitatively described the unique

characteristics of the program. It was generally felt that such information could be

generated through the methods used. It was CCMs who were specifically asked

questions that directly related to this topic. They considered that the methods used

did indeed set down in detail what it is that a program is doing in terms of treatment

that separates TFC from other forms of care. It was shongly felt by the program staff

at RSFC that by helping to translate theory into practice, case level methods enhanced

professionalism and collegiality among the treatment teams and within the program as

a whole.

The third research question concerned both the sustainability of case level

evaluation methods and the inferential ability of the data produced. The foster parents
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responded unanimously that the experience of participating in the practicum was a

positive one, that it was not overly time consuming and the method was not too

difficult or too complicated. They all claimed that they would do it again although

they would try to focus on a specific intervention and in one case would select a less

complicated subject. Based on this limited sample, there are few objections from the

foster parents that might jeopardize the sustainability of a case level approach to TFC

evaluation.

The program st¿ff also responded very positively. They were more concemed

about the amount of work involved for the foster parents than the foster parents

appeared to be, but in one case also felt that the foster parents were at times a little

absent minded. The program staff had very different experiences with the methods

used as the designs were different and each CCM had a different role to play. For

example the CCMs in Case A and Case C had no scales to complete and the CCM in

Case B had two plus a central role in helping the child participant in completing two

of the scales she was given. Nevertheless all the program staff were extremely

supportive of the idea of case level evaluation as a tool to be used by RSFC.

None of the participants felt that the results as presented could be used to

evaluate the program as a whole. All the foster parents felt that it should be used in

conjunction with broader program level methods, as did two CCMs. The third CCM,

who is also the program coordinator, took a different view. She felt that while the

data collected in the three evaluations could not be used to discuss or desribe the

progmm as a whole, with practice and the introduction of case level evaluation as a

program requirement, these methods could "absolutely" be used to evaluate RSFC as

a progrâm.
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The fourth research question was about obstacles to case level evaluation from

within the RSFC and the New Directions agency environment. None of the

participants reported any obstacles to the method. Three out of four of the

participating children were described as enthusiastic towards the beginning of the ten-

week evaluation period. The fourth child was motivated by her desire to improve her

familial relationships. All of the children did at some stage complain about filling out

the scales. However it was understood that they were under no obligation to use the

instruments they were given and in only one instance did a child decide that they

wanted to stop participating. The foster parents reported that there was no impact on

non-participating children in their home. Having not interviewed the child

participants in this project has placed certain limitations to conclusions that may or

may not be drawn from the responses given by foster parents and CCM's to this

question. For example, it is possible that the children participating deliberately faked

all their observations. As well it is possible that the degree to which their foster

parents and CCMs report that they had trouble with the data collection aspect of the

project was exaggerated.

What the research questions failed to ask, but was addressed in the interviews,

was what benefits did partaking in the practicum have for foster parents, foster

children and for RSFC as a program? Benefits to working relationships between

foster parents and case managers were found as in Case A where the CCM reported

that using the methods focussed their work with Rachel. There were also benefits to

relationships between a CCM and her child client. In Case B, the child was failing to

connect on a therapeutic level with her CCM until they began the process of
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evaluation which effectively d¡ove the treatment process and opened up the gates to

allow an intervention to occur.

In addition, there were benefits to CCMs in the realm of treatment planning as

the process of design helped focus the treatment team and then, as in Case B, drove

the process therapeutically. Foster parents reported that both the process ofdesign

and the tools provided new ways to perceive and focus on behaviours that were

beneficial to both themselves and to the way they worked with their children.

There was no incidents where case level methodology was perceived to be obstructino

treatment or in any way counter to the best interests of children, foster parents or the

proglam.

Summary

The use of case level methods as experienced through this practicum gave the

participants a positive experience of treatment evaluation. While there were clearly

shortfalls in the ability of the data to provide conclusive evidence, there is reason to

conclude that the data collected was an interesting and useful addition to the program.

On the whole, the methods used were relevant to the treatment teams and the process

of designing and measuring was found to be beneficial to all concemed. The program

coordinator is keen to take the project further and the methods were well received

with little opposition from within the agency. This is a strong indication that the

RSFC progfam may choose to use case level evaluation methods in the future.
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Chapter 6

Implications and Conclusions

In this chapter answers to the research questions are examined; in addition the

lessons learned from the entire practicum experience are discussed.

Conclusions Pertaining to Research euestions

The methods employed were able to produce data that was relevant to the

program, had good face validíty and provided insight into the lives of the children

studied. The data did not reach a high level of reliability and could not be used to

generalize to a larger sample. At most it provided a way of addressing issues within the

homes and raised questions about treatment modalities.

There was potential for the method to collect data that, consistent with the views

expressd by Meadowcroft et al., could help define the characteristics of the program. The

program staff were of the opinion that the information collected went a long way towards

that goal. Horvever, this goal was not as well met as it might have been. During the

design process target problems were identified and ways to measure them were found,

but only in Case B was a specific treatment intervention identified and described. This

may have been due to the time restrictions imposed by the academic nature of the

evaluations. In a normal clinical situation treatment evaluation would be more likely at

certain junctures in the life of a child, such as at the beginning of a particular
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intervention. This would necessitate a description of the intervention methodology and

therefore produce descriptive information relating to interventions.

The participants were confident that the methods used were feasible and that they

would work within the program. Two of the CCMs suggested that case level methods

were not suited to every case but would be very effective in others. The program

coordinator identified her preference that case level evaluation should become a

requirement within the RSFC program and suggested that if it did the problems

discovered in this first attempt would likely be ironed out in the future. This enthusiasm

does not obscure the fact that, even if repeated across the entire program, the instruments

used were not likely to be able to produce statistics that could be used to describe the

program as a whole. In one case the Behaviour Rating Index Scale (Stiffman, Orme,

Evans, Feldman, & Keeney, 1984) was an effective tool that helped the foster parents in

their perceptions and recording of behaviours. Otherwise, due to error in use, it failed to

be properly tested as an instrument. The Mood Thermometer (Tuckman 1984) was also

only effective in one case. It was ineffective in the other two cases due to the

understandable reticence of the child participants to expose their feelings through use of

the scale. The other standardized scales were completed without incident or issue.

Evaluation of LearnÍng

The learning goal for this practicum as stated in Chapter one was the development

of skills in evaluation, including design, implementation, and analysis, through the
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practice and experience of facilitating case level evaluation methodology within a TFC

program. The achievement of these goals was met through the process of intimate

involvement with the clinical staff and foster parents at both Macdonald Youth Services

Alternative Parent Home program and New Directions Regional Specialized Foster Care

program. Through experiencing the process of evaluation alongside the participants,

insight and knowledge were attained. The qualitative interviews that were conducted

post-evaluation enabled the triangulation of information, which added to the learning

experience. Furthermore, the final survey provided reflective feedback on the role of the

facilitator.

There were specific lessons learned on the details experienced throughout this

practicum. These specifics concem the process of implementation, the process of design,

the process of evaluation and the process of analysing both the results and the experience

of evaluating treatment methods in TFC homes. An examination of these lessons is

possible by trying to identify the processes used that were either effective or ineffective.

It was not effective to try and design each evaluation in more than one meeting

with the treatment team. It was effective to condense the process of problem

identification, goal setting and operationalization into one long session. It was also

effective to have a variety of standardized scales at the design meeting, similarly having a

format for the design of individualized scales was helpful. It is expected that with

practice the individualized formats would become more varied and more flexible.
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Asking participants to complete scales once a week worked well. However to

have asked for more may have been counter-productive. It is also questionable whether

consistency of scoring would have been maintained over longer periods. There are many

scales available that test well for test-retest reliability when used on a monthly basis.

Therefore there may be ways of extending evaluation periods by using different tools.

It was not effective to assume that the instructions laid out in the design stage

were completely understood. The participants required closer supervision throughout the

period of data collection. In other words the design must be supported by measures that

ensure implementation, such as weekly follow up phone calls to clarify issues and

confirm that activity is going ahead as planned.

In two cases the process of case level evaluation proved to be an effective

treatment tool. This was most evident in Case B. Here the process of measuring a

child's ability to follow a treatment plan became a vital part of the therapeutic process

and was credited by the CCM for driving the process of change for the child and her birth

mother. In Case C, the foster parents reported that the process was useful in helping them

stand back from the action and be objective, as if looking through the eyes of a person

outside of the foster family. In Case A, the process was not regarded as an effective

treatment tool. However, it enabled the foster parents and the CCM to enjoy a more

professional and collegial approach to their work at a time when they were all

experiencing a sense of frustration'
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Case level evaluation was also an effective teaching tool. In Case B, the foster

parents leamed how to examine behaviour objectively while their CCM learned that the

tools, she helped to design, could change the nature of her relationship with her client in

ways she hadn't previously been able to hope for. The foster parents in Case C learned

how to score all the scales they used, as they were involved in that process. They also

identified that they learned a lot about their foster children and about how to observe

behaviour. In Case A, the learning curve was less steep. They learned nothing new

about their foster child but they were pleased to have their perceptions validated by the

results.

In addition, the CCMs involved in the study leamed a lot about case level

evaluation. They learned how to implement the methods, how to define and

operationalize targetproblems, how to design individualized scales and for some, how to

collect data. There are other learning goals to be achieved, such as the use of different

case level designs and how to analyze the data.

Another valuable lesson learned was that case level evaluation is feasible within

the context of a treatment foster care program. There were no major objections from the

participants or any other part of the internal environment. The methods were generally

considered to be easy to apply and not time consuming. The children involved in using

the scales displayed an understandable level of reluctance; however, all but one of the ten

child-scored scales were completed.
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Comment on MethodologY

The case level methods used in this practicum had many flaws. For all the

participants and for the facilitator this was a new experience and as in any exploratory

undertaking, mistakes were made. As well, the methods employed were not ideal, nor

were they implemented perfectly. For example, the cooperation of the adolescents

involved in the study was in at least one case suspect. In the future evaluators should

explore means to enhance the reliability of observers who are asked to be involved in the

scoring of instruments. Also, it would be advisable to have all measures examined by a

third party before they are used to ensure that they are as reliable and as valid as possible.

In this practicum there was a limited number of standardized measures available.

Future studies should consider expanding the choices to increase the possibility that the

instruments chosen are measuring the target problems. That is not to say that all the

measure used in this practicum were inappropriate. For example, the Index of Sister

Relations used in just one case to examine one specific problem was an excellent choice'

Whereas, the BRIC and the MT were used in every case in an attempt to be able to

universally aggregate data. It was a compromise that was not effective. The leaming

from that experience was that standardized measures should be carefully and individually

chosen to measure target problems at a case level.
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Report on Participant Feedback Questionnaire

After the interviews all nine adult participants were asked to complete a feedback

questioruraire as a final task. The following table details the content and results of that

survey.

Table 20: Feedback on Role of Facilitator

Statement
Response Categories and number of

observations

Yes generally Yes definitely

l. Facilitator well organised in
presentation of methods. I 8

2. Evaluation Process well managed. J 6

Yes it was clear Yes it was very clear

3. Clear and understandable
information. 5 4

Yes I think so Yes definitely

4. Knowledge of case level
evaluation. 0 9

5. Ability to pass on knowledge. J 6

6. V/illingness to recommend
facilitator. 0 9



Yes for the most part Yes completely

7 . Expectations of participants were
met.

J 6

A fair amount A lot

8. Amount learned about case level
evaluation.

I 8

Helpful Very helpful

9. Helpfulness of facilitator 4 6
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(Feedback questionnaire continued)

Note: The first two scale points on the original form indicated negative choices. As
there was no response in these categories they are not included in this table.

As indicated in Table 17, the participants reported that they felt the practicum was

well organized and well managed. Information was clear and understandable and the

facilitator had good knowledge of the subject and was effective in passing on

information. They also reported that they got what they expected and their experience

matched their expectations. As well, the facilitator was helpful to them and they would

be happy to recommend the facilitator to others. Finally, all but one reported leaming 'a

lot' about case level evaluation methods from their involvement in the practicum.

The participants were invited to comment further. Only the program coordinator

and one CCM chose to do so. The program coordinator added that the practicum process
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implemented and facilitated a valuable and perceptive evaluative process. The CCM

commented that, for the foster parents in her case, the process had validated and named

their daily experience.

Conclusion

In conclusion, conducting case level evaluations into treatment methods for RSFC

was a valuable and rewarding experience. While the initial goals were not reached, there

was evidence to suggest that those goals remain realistic and with practice it may be

possible to refine the methods to a point where they remain user füendly and also

produce stronger data. Further research entailing a commitment to the methods across a

whole program and over an extended period of time is needed to assess the possibility of

case level, single system designs as effective methodology in the pursuit of program level

evaluation. Using case level methods and time series measurements for the evaluation of

TFC enabled the participating treatment teams to take a close look at their treatment goals

and was a good introduction to the methods used in single system designs. The methods

used did, in part, meet the demands made in the literature. James and Meezan (2002)

called for more measures that address outcomes such as a child's relationships with peers,

birth family, and care providers. This was achieved in part in each of the evaluations.

Case level evaluation also has the potential to be able to address the need, as outlined by

Altshuler and Gleeson (1996), for the longitudinal measurement of "well being" to

become central to the evaluation of children in foster care.
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One of the major successes of the methods was that the evaluation process did not

alienate the participants. The methods used in this practicum enhanced the utilization of

evaluation findings within a treatment foster care program that had previously

experienced a sense of alienation from evaluation data.

The techniques used were relevant to the lives of the treatment foster parents and

to the lives of their foster children. It was possible for them to see the clinical benefits of

the method to them as foster parents and to their foster children.
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Appendix A

Outline of information presented to

APH Clinical Management Team at MYS
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l. An explanation of my own personal interest in case level evaluation as outlined in my

rationale, and describing my interest in a method that would explore individual treatment

concems

2. A description of case level evaluation and single subject designs outlining the

strengths and weaknesses and exploring variations within the model'

3. Provide examples of single subject designs including standardized examples'

4. Discuss feasibility issues; such as the number of study units' time limitations' and task

assignment.

5. Explain the practicum evaluation process; to include individual interviews of clinical

staff, parents and children where appropriate'

6. Answer questions and arrange to meet with the parent group'
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1. I am interested in exploring the feasibility of case level evaluatuation in a treatment

foster care setting

2.I am as interested in the process as in the outcome of each evaluation

3. I am interested in the impact on the organization of this type of evaluation method

4. I want to first evaluate interventions in TFC homes. These are not performance

evaluations. I want to use single subject, time series designs to see whether specific

interventions as planned by the treatment team meet the goals thet the team has set

5. This is not designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. It cannot do that.

For example, setting specific goals for an intervention is not neccesarily part of every day

practice. My experience was that we would try different things and just see if anything

worked. We never carefully decided upon how much we ever hoped to gain from what

we did. I am not neccesarily against that approach'

6. This case level idea is not mine. I just want to put it into practice in a real setting and

evaluate it.

7. The second part of the practicum is a qualitative evaluation of the methods used

g. This will entail interviewing individualty CCM.s foster parent groups and the Progtam

Coordinator.

9. Why am I interested? Because although I have not experienced a program level

evaluation as a foster parent, I have found through reading the literature that it was really
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difficult to relate the methods used to my own experience, and there was little that came

out of those evaluations that was able to inform me as a parent. I had a problem with the

ROLES scale and difficulty with comparisons with other programs.

10. I need three study units. That comprises a CCM, and a TFC family

I 1. I won't play a role in selecting interventions. I only assist in designing the

evaluation methods to be used.

L2.For the most part, standardized measures will likely be administered by CCM's and

behavior will either be observed and scored by parents or self recorded.

13. Ideally, two months will be needed to gather enough data for each case. Also, a two

week base line period would be nice, but this may well not be possible. Base lines are

preferable, but not always possible or even ethical.

14. The majority of the time will be spent doing the intervention and measuring it. Then

possibly a short amount of time doing follow up measurements. Each case will be

different so interventions may change as may the design of the study. This depends on

what happens. If something is not working then it will be changed. The study can be

stopped at any time

15. Participation is completely voluntary, there is no obligation. Your participation is

not necessary for me to obtain my degree. I am just here to put into practice some

theoretical skills. I have no interest in seeing this method work or fail and if people hate

it so much after one week that they all refuse to continue, then that's my result and my
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evaluation of the method will discuss the reasons as presented by the participants.

Likewise, participation in the qualitative evaluation of the method is entirely voluntary.

16. Time? Single subject design is supposed to be non-time consuming. It is supposed

to fit into your work day. Learning the method is where I come in. I take on a lot of that

piece. You will learn as you go just by spending a little time with me discussing the

designs, but you are not under any pressure to do so. Choosing the intervention and

administering tests is the only part I cannot do for you but the first is aleady part of your

life as a member of your various treatment teams, and the tests are always quickies as

long ones lose their reliability in time series designs.

l7 .I arn asking for you to let me in on a small part of your life for a period of two to

three months. I do not expect the process to produce extra work. Although this will be a

point in the final evaluation. I do expect that you will may be asked by your CCM to do

things a little differently for just one intervention in one of your cases.

18. Ideally I would like one parent from each case load. I would like the CCM's to

discuss it with the parents over the summer to find out who would be interested. I would

like the cases to be various and if possible relatively typical. They do not have to be big

tough issues although if they are that is fine too.
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Appendix C

TFC Case Level Evaluation Study

Consent Forms

1. Minors
2. TFC Parents and Clinical Case Managers
3. LegalGuardians
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Consent Form for Minors

1. This form is for children who may be asked to participate in a research project that

John Anthony is doing at Macdonald Youth Services and or New Directions. John is

doing the project in order to learn more about how to evaluate foster care. He is also

hoping to use his research towards getting a Masters of Social Work degree from the

University of Manitoba.

Z. Involvement in the project will not have any negative consequences for anybody

involved. The project is not designed to evaluate children in foster homes; it is
designed to find new ways to evaluate the services that foster children receive while
in foster homes.

As part of the project, children who participate may be asked to fill out short, weekly

or bi-weekly questionnaires that will take no longer than 10 minutes to complete.

Doing so is entirely voluntary and will not effect their rights or privileges in any way

4. Part of the project may involve parents and other caregivers such as respite workers

keeping records on some of the positive changes that may be noticeable in the

participants in this project. It may also be necessary to ask other people such as

teachers for information on any positive changes that they might have seen in school.

5. All information that is collected as part of this project is confidential. That means

that John Anthony is not allowed to talk about or write about the information he

learns in a way that might disclose the identity of the participants. This is not the

same as anonymity, which would mean that John would never know the identity of
the participants. In this project John will know the identity of the participants but is

not allowed to let anybody else know.

6. It is possible that the report that comes out of this project may be presented to

professional audiences or published in academic journals. This information will be

presented in a way that conceals the identity of all participants.
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7. By signing your name at the bottom of this form you are saying that you understand
the meaning of this form and that you agree to participate and understand that you are
free to stop participating whenever you choose.

Please ask your foster parents to sign the form as well. This will indicate that they know
that you have read, and or, fully understand the meaning of this form.

Name of participating child Name of foster parent

Signature of participating child Signature of foster parent

Date Date

Consent Form for TFC Parents and Clinical Case Managers

I, the undersigned understand that,

1. I am being asked to participate in a practicum on the feasibility of case level
methods in the evaluation of treatment foster care interventions. The practicum is

being undertaken by John Anthony, a Masters of Social V/ork Student at the
University of Manitoba

2. The integrity of this practicum will be ensured by both an ethics committee and a

practicum committee

3. Treatment foster parents, clinical case managers, and the program coordinator will
be asked to participate in individual interviews conducted by John Anthony as

part of the practicum evaluation process. These interviews will be audio taped
and transcribed prior to content analysis. The audiotapes will be destroyed at the
conclusion of the practicum. The transcription will have all identifying
information removed, will be used for the purposes of analysis only and will not
be used for publication.
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4. My child may be asked to complete short questionnaires relating to a variety of
issues and problems that are to be identified by the APH clinical team or staff of
New Directions RSFC program. The instruments used to measure these issues
and problems may be administered on a regular basis. Completion of these
instruments is voluntary and the child will be informed of the voluntary nature of
their participation.

5. Participation in this practicum is voluntary and I am free to withdraw the above
named child or myself at any time

6. There will be no financial cost to myself or to the above named child, but I may
be required to volunteer time and effort in the course of the study. How much
time will be detailed during the recruitment phase and negotiated with the
treatment team and John Anthony. It is hoped that my workload will not increase
as a result of this practicum. However, as the method may require some change
in practice, this cannot be guaranteed.

7. The evaluation method may involve the observation and recording of behaviour
of the above named child. The types of behaviour to be observed will be decided
by the APH clinical team or staff of New Directions RSFC program and the
details of observation will depend on who is to be observing and what is being
observed. The intent is for the observation to be non-intrusive; however, it is not
possible to ensure that the child will remain completely unaware that their
behaviour is being observed.

8. I will be revealing confidential information about the above named child and the
treatment methodologies used in the child's foster home to John Anthony, who
will not be at liberty to share that information with anybody outside of the APH
clinical team or staff ofNew Directions RSFC progmm.

9. Information obtained about the children in my care or myself is confidential and
will not be shared with others unless I give written consent. There are however
limitations to this confidentiality. By law, John Anthony is required to report any
concerns that a child may be in need of protection. Information about another
person being at risk of harm will also be reported.

10. This practicum may have an impact on the organizational structure of the
program. Changes in internal power relations, administrative procedures and
clinical practice may be an effect of this practicum.
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1 1. The research may be presented to professional audiences and may be written
about in professional joumals. This information will be presented in a way that

conceals my identity and the identity of my child.

i2. I will receive a copy of any material regarding the issue of confidentiality that

pertains to myself and to the above named child, for my approval before it
appears in the final report.

13. I may ask questions about the practicum, the assessment tools used and any

results from the study. I have been advised to contact John Anthony

if I have any questions or concerns about the study and its results.

Name of Participant or Legal
Guardian

Name of Researcher

Signature of Participant or Legal
Guardian

Relationship of Participant or Legal Guardian to child

Date Date

Consent Form for Legal Guardians

I, the undersigned understand that,

1. I am being asked to agree to the participation of

Signature of Researcher

name of
child) in a practicum on the feasibility of case level methods in the evaluation of
treatment foster care interventions. The practicum is being undertaken by John

Anthony, a Masters of Social Work Student at the University of Manitoba

Z. The integrity of this practicum will be ensured by both an ethics committee and a

practicum committee
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3. Treatment foster parents, clinical case managers, and the program coordinator will be
asked to participate in individual interviews conducted by John Anthony as part of the
practicum evaluation process. These interviews will be audio taped and transcribed
prior to content analysis. The audiotapes will be destroyed at the conclusion of the
practicum. The transcription will have all identifying information removed, will be
used for the purposes of analysis only and will not be used for publication.

4. The above named child may be asked to complete short questionnaires relating to a
variety of issues and problems that are to be identified by the APH clinical team or
staff of New Directions RSFC program. The instruments used to measure these
issues and problems may be administered on a regular basis. Completion of these
instruments is voluntary and the child will be informed of the voluntary nature of
their participation.

5. Participation in this practicum is voluntary and I am free to withdraw the above
named child at any time

6. There will be no financial cost to myself or to the above named child, but foster
parents and APH staff or staff of New Directions RSFC program may be required to
volunteer time and effort in the course of the study. How much time will be detailed
during the recruitment phase and negotiated with the treatment team and John
Anthony. It is hoped that workload will not increase as a result of this practicum.
However, as the method may require some change in practice, this cannot be
guaranteed.

7. The evaluation method may involve the observation and recording of behaviour of the
above named child. The types of behaviour to be observed will be decided by the
APH clinical team or staff of New Directions RSFC program and the details of
observation will depend on who is to be observing and what is being observed. The
intent is for the observation to be non-intrusive; however, it is not possible to ensure
that the child will remain completely unaware that their behaviour is being observed.

8. Confidential information will be revealed about the above named child and the
treatment methodologies used in the child's foster home to John Anthony, who will
not be at liberty to share that information with anybody outside of the APH clinical
team or staff of New Directions RSFC program.

9. Information obtained about the children and families in the study is confidential and
will not be shared with others unless I give written consent. There are however
limitations to this confidentiality. By law, John Anthony is required to report any
concerns that a child may be in need of protection. Information about another person
being at risk of harm will also be reported.
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10. This practicum may have an impact on the organizational structure of the progrum.

Changes in intemal power relations, administrative procedures and clinical practice

may be an effect of this Practicum.

1 1. The research may be presented to professional audiences and may be written about in

professional joumals. This information will be presented in a way that conceals the

identity of the above named child, their foster family and their biological family.

12. I will receive a copy of any material regarding the issue of confidentiality that

pertains to myself and to the above named child, for my approval before it appears in

the final report.

13. I may ask questions about the practicum, the assessment tools used and any results

from tlre study. I have been advised to contact John Anthony at774-8999 if I have

any questions or concerns about the study and its resttlts'

Name of ParticiPant or Legal
Guardian

Signature of ParticiPant or Legal
Guardian

Relationship of ParticiPant or
LegalGuardian to child

Date

Name of Researcher

Signature of Researcher

Date
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AppendÍx D

Case Level Evaluation Set Up Guide
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Meet with Treatment Foster Parents and Case Manager at their home

Explain Purpose
-Evaluation of treatment not of parent

-Not a Performance review
-participation is considered to be a positive move towards professional

accountabilitY
-In no way can it put parent in a negative light
-purpose io add some objectivity to the analysis of treatment in the home

-Also to hopefully gain insight to aid clinical decision making

-Cannot evaluate generallY
-Can only evaluate specific interventions
-Focusses onlY on target Problems
-No need to change treatment behaviour

-Can measure stability as well as change

-This is an untested pilot project designed to evaluate this particular

evaluation model
-Parents do not have to like it
-Present explain and have each parent sign consent forms

-Child must also sign consent forms

Discuss child with parents and case manager

Document case history
-Attention to abuse history, victimization, disorders, syndromes,

academics, peers, bio-family involvement, foster care drift history,

cultural issues, sexuality issues, involvement with law

enforcement, hobbies interests, successes

Locate target Problem/s
-Specify as narrowlY as Possible
-Directive questioning by researcher

Set treatment goals
-Define in Positive terms
-Clearly identify performance criteria
-Ensure chosen goals are acceptable to all parties

-Ensure goals cannot be met in unsatisfactory ways

-Ensure measures are not influenced by altemate treatments

-Ensure goals are free of any negative consequences

Select measures
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-Pick from standardized measures as close as possible to target
problem

-Pick a scale that the child will complete
-Pick another relavant scale for the parent to complete such
as a behavioural index

Desi gn individualized measures
Using computer, design Likert Scale and Index Format forms

Print all forms
-Standardized forms
-Individualized forms
-Consent forms

Choose start date
-V/rite date on all forms
-Label forms with participant name
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Appendix E

BEHAVIOUR RATING INDEX FOR CHILDRTN
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Behaviour Rating Index for Children

For each item, please record the number that comes closest to your observations
of the child. Record your answer in the space to the left of each item, using the
following scale:

I : Rarely or never

2: A little of the time

3 : Some of the time

4: A good part of the time

5 : Most or all of the time

IN GENERAL, HOW OFTEN DOES THIS CHILD:

1. Feel huppy or relaxed?

2. Hide his/her thoughts from other people?

3. Say or do really strange things?

4. Not pay attention when he/she should?

5. Quit a job or task without finishing it?

6. Get along well with other people?

7.Hit, push, or hurt someone?

8. Get along poorly with other people?

9. Get very upset?

10. Compliment or help someone?

I 1. Feel sick?

12. Cheat?

13. Lose his/her temper?
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Appendix F

HOME SELF.ESTEEM SCALE
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HOME SELF-ESTEEM SCALE

In the blank provided, please write the letter of the answer that best describes how you
feel about the sentence. These sentences are designed to find out how you generalli
feel when you are with your family. There are no right or wrong ans\ryers.

a: Strongly disagree

b = Disagree

c : Agree

d: Strongly agree

l. My parents are proud of the kind of person I am.

2. No one pays much attention to me at home.

3. My parents feel that I can be depended on.

4. I often feel that if they courd, my parents would trade me in for another
child.

5. My parents try to understand me.

6. My parents expect too much of me.

7. I am an important person to my family.

8. I often feel unwanted at home.

9. My parents believe that I will be a success in the future.

10. I often wish that I had been born into another famity.
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Appendix G

SELF CONCEPT SCALE FOR CHILDREN
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SELF CONCEPT SCALE FOR CHILDREN

Select the phrase that comes closest to the way you are-by recording the appropriate

number to the left of each statement. Select only one of them. Do the best you can'

I : Not at all

2 : Not very often

3 = Some of the time

4 = Most of the time

5 : All of the time

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

11

t2

I am friendlY

I am haPPY.

I am kind.

I am brave.

I am honest.

I am likable.

I am trusted.

I am good.

I am proud.

I amlazy.

I am loYal.

13. I am cheerful.

1,4. I am thoughtful

15. I am PoPular.

16. I am courteous.

17. I amjealous.

18. I am obedient'

19. I am Polite.

20. I am bashful.

2I. I am clean.

22. I am helPtul

I am cooPeratrve
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Appendix H

MOOD THERMOMETER (MT)
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497I nstruments for Children

HOW I FEEL RIGHT NOW

MT

1 panicky

jittery
edgY
tight

, 
¡,:,:iì vtclous

trostile
irritated
Cl.OSS

civil

kindly
friendly
loving

70
60
50
4:O

urBlJec
dreqs'

PesncoJ
O-r

oz,

ot
oþ
bç
o9
o¿
OB

o6
ooT

even aJe/l e

relaxed aãrre.r1s
Áãão¡
pezEp

serene
o tranquil

peIPpnJaq

sno¡oãr.r
ãuo.r1s
rf preq

eì€.rÀlB.

"qsrããn¡s .

rCdoo.rP
ÁFão¡ã

palsneqxe

loo
90

,o BO

70or 60'az 
50

3i 
åBoq zoog ro

OL
û

oa
l

o6
oor

depressed

rrrelanctrolY
dejected
low

satisfied

joyful
extrilarated
ecsta tic

There are five thermometers to measure your feelings. Mark a line on each one to

show how..high" o;:i;;;ñu teel. Each one measures a different feeling. Don't just

mark them all the ""-". 
Éor two of them, you have to turn the paper over' Give your

r.ããt, nontst feeling- Don't just make something up'

Coovrioht @ 1986 Bruce W. Tuckman
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Appendix I

INDEX OF SISTER RELATIONS
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INDEX OF SISTER RELATIONS

This questionnaire is designed to measure the way you feel about your sister. It is not
a test so there are no right or wrong answers. Answer each item as carefully and as
accurately as you can by placing a number beside each one as follows.

1 : None of the time
2: Yery rarely
3 : A little of the time.
4: Some of the time

5 : A good part of the time.
6 = Most of the time.
7 : All of the time.

1. -I get along very well with my sister. _
2. -}l4y sister acts like she doesn't care about me.
3. -My sister treats me badly. _
4. -}dy sister really seems to respect me. _
5. -I can really trust my sister. _
6. -My sister seems to dislike me._
7. -My sister really understands me. _
8. -My sister seems to like me very much. _
9. -My sister and I get along well together. _
10. -I hate my sister. _
I 1. -My sister seems to like having me around.

12. -I really like my sister. _
13. -I really feel that I am disliked by my sister.

14. -I wish I had a different sister. _
15. -My sister is very nice to me. _
16. -My sister seems to respect me. _
17. -My sister thinks I am important to her. _
18. -My sister is a real source of pleasure to me. _
19. -My sister doesn't seem to even notice me.

20. -I wish my sister was dead. _
2l. -My sister regards my ideas and opinions very highly. _
22. - My sister is a real 'Jerk". _
23. -I can't stand to be around my sister. _
24. -My sister seems to look down on me.
25. - I enjoy being with my sister. _
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Appendix J

CASEA:INDIVIDU^LIZEDSCALE.INDEXFORMAT
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Name of child
Rachel

Name of TFC Foster Parents

Howels

Target problem
Rachel wants to separate herself from the family
physically and emotionallY

Goal
Improve relationship with the foster family

Name of Case Manaser Date of
Mary April26

Indicate with a checkmark ./ in the boxes on the right whether the

behaviours/feelings were observed or felt during the past week.

Problematic BehavioursÀ{egative Thoughts

Positive Behaviours/Positive Thoughts

Cunent Date

l. Yes 2.No

3. Yes 4. No

A:Columnsl+4
B: Columns2+3

1 Removal - hiding ln room

2

3 S up with to upset

buttons

4. or

5 Oppositional to formal theraPY

6 at the tab 1e what's served

7 to lna or ve manner

8 out to play t

problems

9 Acts an year age) eg not try parent

other kids

10.

Total:A-B
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Appendix K

CASE A

II\DIVIDUALIZF,D SCALE - LIKERT SCALE FORMAT
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Name of Case Manaqer Date of Commencement Current Date

Mary Apnl26

Circle the number in the box that corresponds with the scale below

a) This week Rachel became upset around her issues _ times. She seemed to

connect these feelings to concrete issues -----

1 2 -J 4 5 6 1 I 9

Total

I : really well

a-

3 : well

4-

5 : a little

Name of child
Rachel

Name of TFC Foster Parents

Howels

6-

7:barely

8:

Target problem
Emotional connectivity

Goal
Increased connection offeelings to real issues

9 : not at all
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Appendix L

CASE B: INDIWDUALTZED SCALE - INDEX FORMAT
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Name of Case Date of ement

Angela September 23,2002

Indicate with a checkmark J in the boxes on the right whether the

behaviours/feelings were observed or felt during the past week'

Problematic BehavioursÀ{egative Thoughts

Positive Behaviours/Positive

Name of child
Nichola

Name of TFC Foster Parents

Peterson

Tarset issue/problem
N.rd to build communication and trust between

mother and child

Goal

ffio.t. relationship with birth mother

Current Date
September 13,2002

1. Yes 2.No

3. Yes 4. No

A:Columnsl+4
B:Columns2+3

Total=A-B

1 abusive toward

to

to do an vlty mother

at to

tting out to be attend

activities that a parent would normallY attend

2

J

4

5

mothers life, such as school friends etc'

vlour

ofrssuesmotherISO veA to

andto treatment

Em strategles to stop

thw1volA contactd

withTrust7

8

I
10
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Appendix M

CASE B

II\DIVIDUALIZß,D SCALE LIKERT SCALE FORMAT
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Name of child
Nichola

Name of TFC Foster Parents

Peterson

Tarset blem
Acceptance of and adherence to treatment plan

Goal
Conformity to treatment Plan

Name of Case Date of Commencement Current Date

September 23,2002 September 13,2002

Circle the number in the box that corresponds with the scale below

a)treatment Plan IS realistic and I was ab to meet the exPectations

1 2
a
J 4 5 6 7 8 9

1:Istronglyagree

1-

3 : I agree

4-

5:IagreepartiallY

6-

7 : I disagree

8-

9:Istronglydisagree
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Appendix N

CASE C: II\DIVIDUALIZED SCALE .INDEX FORMAT
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Name of child
Lizry and Becþ

Name of TFC Foster Parents
Hiam

Target problem
Sibling rivalry

Goal
Improve degree of cooperation between sisters

Name of Case Manager Date of Commencement Current Date
Dave September 23,2002 September 17,2002

Indicate with a checkmark ./ in the boxes on the right whether the
behaviours/feelings were observed or felt during the past week.

Problematic Behaviours/ltregative Thoughts 1. Yes 2.No

I Fighting over an object. ie a pencil

2. Escalating a situation

3 Loud and intrusive arguing

4 Loud behaviour in public places, such as arguing

5 Blaming behaviour

Positive BehavioursÆositive Thoughts 3. Yes 4. No
6 Workout how to solve a problem among themselves
1 Back down ffom an argument or a situation that might

cause conflict

8 Discuss ideas quietly

9 Behave appropriately in public

10. Accept responsibility

A:Columns I +4
B:ColumnsZ+3

Total=A-B
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Appendix O

CASE C

INDIVIDTJALIZED SCALE. LIKERT SCALE FORMAT
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Name of child Target problem

Becky lmmaturity around sexuality. Inability to talk about
sexuality

Name of TFC Foster Parents Goal
Hiam Able to discuss sexual issues without avoidance

Name of Case Manaser Date of Commencement Current Date

Dave September 23,2002 September 17,2002

Circle the number in the box that corresponds with the scale below

ã)Becky was able to discuss the issues presented without embarrassment

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9

b)Becky can recall what was discussed last week

1 2 J 4 5 6 1 8 9

Total

1 : really well
6:

.l_

7 :barely
3 : well

8-
4-

9: not at all
5 : a little
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Appendix P

Interview Guide
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Parents

About the Evaluation

1. Can you tell me about your experience of being involved in this study?

2. Were you involved in collecting data and what did that entail?

3. Was the data collection process cumbersome, time consuming, or a problem in

any way?

4. Did the process of measuring either on standardized tests or on individual scales

change things in your home and in what ways (schedules, ways of relating to

children, different focus, ne\¡/ perceptions, see different behaviors)?

5. What are your thoughts and feelings on the idea of having interventions evaluated

in this way?

6. Has the evaluation process been useful to you as a parent and if so how?

7. Were some parts of the process more helpful than others?

8. Has it helped, or do you see ways that it could help, your foster children?

9. Was there any impact on any other children in your home that were not involved

in the process?

10. Would you do it again?

About the Instituional Environment

1 1. What constraints if any did you experience coming from other parts of the

program in implementing both the intervention and the evaluation?

12. Do you consider that case level evaluation is something that APH should pursue -

either instead of program level evaluation, as well as, or not at all?

13. Do you feel that the experience has given you a different understanding of what it

is as parents that you do for children in your home?
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Clinical Case Managers

About the Evaluation

1. Can you describe your impressions of being involved in this practicum?

2. Were you able to complete the evaluation within the time frame and did

participating add to your workload?

3. Were the results of the evaluation conclusive?

4. Was the process a useful one over all and were you able to make confident

decisions based on the results?

5. Do you feel that the methods used were helpful in your practice and which stages

of the process were he most helpful?

6. Did you find it a difficult method or relatively staightforward?

7. Would you use case level evaluation again? If so what would you do differently?

If not why not?

8. What do you see as the benefits of this method?

9. What do you see as the drawbacks?

10. Which of the tools used in the design were easiest to use?

1 1. Which of the tools were the most useful to decision making?

12. Was collecting the data cumbersome or not a problem?

13. Do you think that the process involved in choosing interventions and designing

ways to evaluate them helped to define more precisely what it is that APH has to

offer children in the program?

About the Institutional Environment

14. Was there any opposition to using the method from parents, children, or other

parties? What form did the opposition take?

15. Do you feel that parents were generally supportive of the method or unsupportive,

and in what ways?
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16. What impact did using this method have on your relationship with the parent

group?

17.Do you consider case level evaluation to be a useful tool for the agency and

would you recommend the method over, or in addition to, broader program level

evaluation?

18. Do you consider case level evaluation to have a limited application?

19. What do you think the data collected should be used for?

20. Do you see any purpose beyond purely individual clinical decision making?

2l.Do you think the information collected can help to define the program?
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Program Coordinator

About the Evaluation

1. Can you describe the role you played in the process of developing interventions

and designing evaluative methods?

2. What benefits do you see in using a case level evaluation now that some parts of
the program have experienced it?

3. v/hat kind ofresponse or feedback have you been getting from both case

managers and parents?

About the Institutional Environment

4. Do you think that any of the data collected could be used at a program level for

evaluative purposes?

5. Of what use to the program is the data collected?

6. How might you envisage the information being utilized by yourself and others in

the agency?

7. Do you feel that parents and case managers were generally supportive of the

method or unsupportive, and in what ways?

8. Was there any opposition to using the method from parents, children, or other

parties? What form did the opposition take?

9. What impact if any did using this method have on your relationship with the

parent group and the case managers?

10. Do you consider case level evaluation to be a useful tool for the agency and

would you recommend the method over, or in addition to, broader program level

evaluation?

1 1. Do you consider case level evaluation to have a limited application?

12. Do you see any purpose beyond purely individual clinical decision making?

13. Do you think the information collected can help to define the program?


